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Story Idea?
If you have a news tip or have an idea tor i
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Health Center says
flu season ending
□ Dr. Kaplan says that
students often mistake a
bad cold for the flu.
By IAN MARTINEZ
The BG News
The Student Health Center has
recently seen a little more business than usual. Due to recent
uncommon fluctuations in the
climate, many students are finding themselves under the weather. In addition, it has become
common for people with heavy
cold conditions and fevers to
claim to have the flu.
According to Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the Student
Health Center, the term "flu" is
one which has "lost its specificity."
The flu (short for influenza) is
a very specific and abrupt form
of virus which results in severe
muscle aches, coughs, fevers,
diarrhea and out-of-proportion
cold symptoms, Kaplan said. He
said the flu usually occurs annually in various forms.
Kaplan said health centers
across the country research the
flu strains which arise and by
mid-October have a vaccine. He

Health
said the University Health
Center began administering vaccines to those in the Wood County
area in October 1997.
According to Kaplan, flu vaccines are encouraged during late
fall and early winter for anyone
who is concerned about getting
the flu. He said senior citizens
are especially encouraged to get
the shot.
"Through a wide distribution
of flu vaccines, a 'herd immunity'
occurs," Kaplan said. "This
means that through a large crosssection of the population immunized, the flu virus has a diminished chance of spreading."
In the later part of the fall 1997
semester, several University
students suffered from what Kaplan calls a "near-flu." The
symptoms shown were similar to
the flu, but in most cases were
only a strong cold. He says the
flu is normally associated with
fevers ranging from 103 degrees
Fahrenheit and above, and the
epidemic experienced in the fall
• See FLU, page five.

University hosts
AIDS discussion
□ The University takes
part in a distance learning conversation with
four other Ohio universites.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News
As part of a series of test pilots, the University is broadcasting itself to five other universities around Ohio today.
The University's MEDT 205
class is taking part in a conversation with Miami University, Ohio
University, Ohio State University and Kent State University
about HIV testing. The class is
satellited to the universities and
students can interact with one
another.
According to Betsy Bunner, director of AIDS education in the
College of Health and Human
Services, the speaker will be Ann
Wayson-Locher, a Medical College of Ohio HIV clinical coordinator. Bunner said Wayson-

Campus
Locher will be on campus and in
the class with University students while talking at the same
time with students from the
other universities via satellite.
Bunner said this gives students
a chance to learn and talk with
students from elsewhere. She
said this is third in a five-part series.
Bunner said the students have
reacted positively to the experience. She said they like dialoguing with students from other universities.
"They absolutely love the
question and answer piece,"
Bunner said. "They're connecting with other students whom
they might not normally have
talked with."
The previous two lectures
broadcast were from Kent State
and Miami universities, Bunner
said.
• See AIDS, page five.
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An unidentified man demonstrates at The Wall Street Journal's printing plant in Bowling Green. Workers at the plant have been battling

management over the formation of a union. Over 25 labor unions
were in town Wednesday to show support for the workers.

Demonstrations support workers
□ Workers at The Wall
Street Journal printing
plant in Bowling Green
are fighting for unionization.
By BRANDON WRAY
the BG News
The labor movement was out in
full force Wednesday in Bowling
Green to support workers at The
Wall Street Journal printing
plant who are trying to unionize.
Over 250 members from over
25 unions demonstrated at the
plant, 1100 Brim Rd. The demonstration took place while the
operators of the plant and press
operators were negotiating a
contract that would allow the
workers to unionize.
Cries of "No contract, no
peace" were heard as union
members stood outside the plant
grilling hot dogs and singing
labor spirit songs.
"When the meeting was over
we bum-rushed the building to
disrupt the negotiators when

City
they came out," Don Slaiman, a
representative of the national
AFL-CIO, said. "We shouted and
were so loud that they couldn't
even hear to make plans for another meeting. When they asked
us to leave, we did. We obey the
law. We are asking them to do the
same."
Slaiman said that the demonstration was to show support for
the workers who have been trying to unionize for the last year,
but have been met with resistance from the Dow Jones Corporation, which owns The Wall
Street Journal. The workers
voted 12-3 last year to form a
union but the company has delayed the implementation of the
union through legal manuevers.
"The Wall Street Journal has
been surface bargaining with the
Bowling Green workers," Slaiman said. "That means they have
been using typical stalling tactics
and saying that they want to bar-

gain in good faith when in reality
they are trying to keep the union
from organizing using fat-cat
lawyers."
The Bowling Green plant is one
of 10 plants that print The Wall
Street Journal In the nation. The
120,000 newspapers it prints
serve six states. The nine other
plants all have union contracts
according to Slaiman.
"The Wall Street Journal holds
itself up as one of the pillars of
American democracy, yet it ignores the rights of its own
workers," Slaiman said.
A representative from The
Wall Street Journal plant adamantly refused to comment on
the subject. She refused to give
her name and said that without
legal counsel the company would
not comment.
Among the complaints of the
Bowling Green workers, are the
lack of pension plans, benefits,
job security, seniority and refusal of the company to explicitly
define the workers' jobs.
"You have people who are
professional printers who are

"We obey the law. We
are asking them to do
the same."
Don Slaiman
a representative from the
AFL-CIO
asked to clean their machines
because there are no job descriptions to define what they have to
do," Slaiman said.
The future for the Bowling
Green workers seems to be more
negotiations with The Wall Street
Journal. Slaiman said that the
Journal hopes the workers will
get frustrated and give up, but he
believes the workers are solid in
their belief in the need for a
union.
"The companies in these situations will often try to fire the
workers who want to unionize if
they won't give up," Slaiman
said. "I think the BG workers
want this enough that they will
stay with it and not give up."

University halls provide safe sex informational programs
□ University hall directors and health center
officials discuss sex education and the importance of safe sex.
By WENDY SUTO
The BG News
As Valentine's Day approaches, many students will be wondering what gift to buy or where
to spend a romantic evening. But
many will also have to make the
decision about whether or not to
engage in sexual activities. This
topic should not be taken lightly,
but rather seriously.
In the residence halls, many
hall directors and resident advisers are choosing to provide

students with safe sex programs.
They are not persuading them to
have sex, but are educating them
about having safe sex if they
choose to engage in it.
different forms of birth control."
Stephanie Albers, McDonald Albers also discussed why
Hall director, thinks sex is a big these programs are so important
issue on campus. She also feels a to the choices students make, esdefinite need for those programs pecially first-year students who
because they inform students have been used to having curabout all of their options.
fews and rules while living at
"When you come to college, it's home.
the first time you're faced with "When they're at college,
lots of choices that need to be things are pretty much left to
made," Albers said."Any good, them. As adults, they're constantstrong sex education program ly aware of all the options that
would not be strong if it didn't they have," Albers said. "These
include abstinence as a definite (programs) are just a way of
option.
making sure they're getting the
"The other thing is, you can't full information regarding those
deny that if people are going to options rather than hearing
do it, you need to also provide through the grapevine what
people with the option of might be out there." Kohl Hall

Health

director Liz Soto also agrees with
Albers about the importance of
offering sex education programs
to the students living in residence halls.
"Programming should be allowed and definitely needs to be
done," Soto said. "I keep condoms in my office mixed with
candy off to the side of the room.
Part of my job is not to judge, but
to challenge and help students
grow from their experiences at
college."
One argument others may
make is that by promoting safe
sex, one is promoting sex. According to Soto, that couldn't be
further from the truth She said it
is about choices and if students
make the choice to become sexually active, then It should be a
healthy and safe one.

Some advice for those who are
thinking about engaging in sexual activities is to think about the
choice very carefully, according
to Elayne Jacoby, nurse clinician
at Student Health Services.
"Realize that what you do and
the decision you make now is a
decision you have to live with,"
Jacoby said. "When I see people
who have never had intercourse,
I encourage them to continue to
abstain. People need to know it is
okay not to have sex."
Jacoby explained that her job
as a nurse is not to tell people
what they should and shouldn't
do, but to provide students with
accurate information about the
risks of becoming sexually involved.
"Be ready to be exposed to
whatever your partner has ever

been exposed to and also be
ready to expose that person to
whatever you have ever been exposed to," Jacoby said.
The Student Health Center
offers many birth control methods such as male and female condoms, diaphragms, DepoPTovera hormonal injections and
contraceptive pills. For $3,
anyone can purchase a dozen
condoms at the pharmacy.
Various informative pamphlets
are also available at the Health
Center for anyone wishing to find
out more information on diseases
and birth control methods.
Jacoby discussed the effectiveness and overall protection
offered by some methods.
"Any of the hormonal methods
• See SAFE SEX, page six.
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The land of truth or hypocrisy?
In keeping with the topic of how
America is worse than we are
brought up to believe, I want to
look at what we, as a nation, are
capable of. It is my belief that anyone is capable of anything. I believe
that we are all born with the ability
to be criminal and cold-hearted.
Anyone who claims that (hey are
incapable of something, just hasn't
been pushed to that extreme.
Our actions seem to be a result
of not what we think we can do,
but of what we think we have to do.
How does this relate to America, or
even simpler, Americans? If s all
about image.
I consider myself a history buff.
Although I don't like to take history
classes (and have yet to do so at
this University), 1 study it constantly. Through these studies (and 1 am
in no way an expert) I have found
that we are perhaps the most
image-conscious nation in the
world. This image we portray
makes this, in my opinion, a nation
of hypocrisy.
This could seem very upsetting
to some people. This is the kind of
thing that the hot dogs, apple pie
and baseball Americans hate to
hear. The "we can do no wrong"
attitude of some people in this
country amazes me. Sometimes you
can't blame someone for what they
are taught, but some people just
don't want to leam.

Why is America the land of the
oppressed and home of the hypocrite? That's what I can't put my
finger on. The only thing that
comes back to me is image. We're
like a pie of conservative crust and
liberal filling. You can't tell the flavor until you taste it.
We are a nation that stresses
education, teaching thai a good job
lies within educational success. Yet
we have the highest-paid athletes
and lowest-paid teachers. This to
me suggests that how well you can
handle a ball is more important
than how well you can read a book.
Commonly heard is, "what do I
need school for when I'm gonna
play ball?"
We stress family values and
morality, yet we hear every day of
scandal and immorality involving
the very religious figures and politicians who preach to us daily about
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LETTERS
We would like to address the fact that the graduating senior class of 1998 is in the process of establishing a gift for the University. A bench? A tree?
A new building? NOPE!! Money!
The class of 1998 is giving the University a new
scholarship for a rising senior (graduating in 1999),
who may not be able to return to BG due to financial
reasons. The gift will enable a student to continue
their education at BGSU and give them a chance to
succeed with their future plans.
Where is the money coming from, you ask? Good
question. In order to even start the scholarship
fund, we must raise $12,500 for the scholarship to be
established. The actual scholarship money will come
from the interest earned on the endowment.
The amount of the scholarship awarded this year
will depend on students, faculty and staff participation. The only way we are raising money for this
scholarship fund is by selling raffle tickets. Prizes
include a new car (1998 Nissan Altima), 6 months
free rent (Newlove), a custom made business suit
(men or women's), and other various items.
These prizes were donated by BGSU Alumni
because they believe in their alma mater and they
believe in this program.
We believe that this program is more than just the
prizes and the raffle. It goes deeper. It's a chance to
touch someones life and give a fellow student, perhaps even yourself, a better chance to follow their
dreams. College isn't cheap! It is our hope that
once the scholarship is established, future classes
will keep it going help it grow, and one day give
that deserving student a special gift... a full ride!!
What can you do? BUY A TICKET!! BUY 6 TICKETS!! Tickets are sold at all home hockey games, we
have sale days in the union foyer on Wednesdays,
and we will be at some of the home basketball
games. If you cannot get to these places, call Paul
Phelan at 372-2424, or stop by the Mileti Alumni
Center.
We, the class of 1998, want to give this
University a better gift than a cold cement bench!!
Bobbie jo Myers -Early Childhood Education
Kate Weaver -Sociology

Copyright % 1998, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and
Is published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
Today's edition was designed and edited by
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Brandon Wray, Associate Editor
He can be reached at (419)372-6966
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how we behave. How many clergy
people are caught with their pants
around their ankles? How many
police officers commit crimes
against those they are employed to
serve and protect? How many
politicians are there who claim to
be there for the people, but are really for themselves? How many people stand up from their baseline
seats at the stadium to sing about
the land of the free and the home of
the brave and really mean it?
To answer these questions one
has to realize two things. One is
that anyone is capable of anything.
The second is that history has
proven hypocrisy rules democracy.
Just like we can attend a "students
first" university and be overlooked
by the powers that be, the same
happens in this country.
Is the President capable of having fooled around with an intern?
Of course. Is he capable of lying
about it? You bet! He lied about
Flowers. Is what he could have
done any less than what some of
the presidents before him have
done? Not at all. Some have done
more. Image is what kept it from
being known. That is the connection. Image is to blame for millions
of abortions (I am pro-choice), disownings, ignorances and the list
goes on.
I don't want everyone to think,
"My son or daughter or spouse or

-jr

friend or country is THIS!'!! We'll
fix the problem and we just won't
talk about it."
We hide behind a wall of
imagery of what we should look
like and never pay attention to
what we are. It is historically so.
No one wants to believe that this
wonderful nation is capable of
killing its own people. No matter
how much you love America you
have to have, at one time or another, criticized the government. But
to think that the government could
have had anything to do with JFK's
or Martin Luther King's assassinations would border treason. To
think that we might rush to the aid
of another country in order to instigate a war for the sole purpose of
bettering the economy seems
insane.
None of this seems impossible to
me. The images we receive in
school, at home and on television
make it seem unlikely, but once one
realizes we are capable of anything,
nothing seems impossible. Once we
separate illusion from reality, we
can understand why we have the
problems we do and work towards
eliminating them. As long as the
notion of a "superior " America
exists, we won't see much progress.
Derrick A. Jones is a weekly columnist for The News. Derrick can be
reached at dajones@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
210 West Hall.
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Teen pregnancy needs attention
Recently, a 17-year old girl from
my high school has been put on
trial for killing her baby in her
basement. Around the same time
the allegations came out, a few similar cases occurred. A girl left her
baby in the trash at prom. A couple
killed their baby in a hotel room
and left it in the dumpster.
Regardless of the individual circumstances, this is a frightening
trend.
Even though abortion is legal,
some teenagers are taking matters
into their own hands.What is causing these disturbing actions? What
will a girl do if she wants an abortion but doesn't want to tell her
parents? What if they have no
money or resources?
I think that many people do not
realize the desperation that a
woman with an unwanted pregnancy feels. Pregnancy changes your
body, and changes your life. Even if
you decide not to keep the baby, the
fact of being pregnant and being
responsible for another's life is in
your hands.
Imagine that responsibility on
the shoulders of a scared young
high school girl. My school allowed
pregnant girls to continue attending
school, but gave very little support.
As a Catholic institution, it could
not condone abortion. But it would
not make the other options very
appealing. Keep your baby, and be
ostracized. Have an abortion, and
no one will know.
In the adolescent world of image
and popularity, what seems to be
the better choice? In the realm of

••Historically, it has
been proven that
woman who don't
want to be pregnant
will try to change their
situation. JJ
life, what would change your present life the least? There is a simple
solution to a complex problem. Just
fix it.
So, all of the emotional decisions
involved with abortion go largely
ignored. It's a quick solution. (I
wonder how many parents know if
their daughter has had one.) I have
heard of girls having more than one
abortion in their high school career.
What does this say about what they
are learning about sexual responsiblity?
Why is there so much debate

about women's pregnancy? It
seems to be a personal thing. But it
reflects the social aspects about sex.
I think adults are hesitant to
acknowledge that their teenager
might be having sex (or even just
thinking about doing it). So they let
it go.
Kids get good at hiding their
making out, sexual activity, etc.
Keep it from the parents because
they might make you feel guilty
about something that is fun, pleasurable and exciting. Learning
about your sexuality is part of
growing up. How can we fill the
void of communication between
adults and teens?
Honest communication would
be nice. But more likely, kids get
information about sex and social
norms from their friends and television.
Birth control? Maybe they know
about it. Where can they get it
inconspicuously? Remember that in
high school, most people will go to
great lengths to avoid embarrassment.
More research and support
needs to go in the direction of the
scared teenage mother. If you can't
admit to anyone that you are pregnant without fear of judgment or
shame, then how are you going to
get help to make a clear-headed
decision?
I'm not hying to justify abortion,
adoption or keeping the baby for
anyone. I feel that is their own personal decision. I'm trying to examine the circumstances for any young
girl who is in a tough situation, and

who is scared. I think this v/ould
drive many people to extreme measures.
Historically, it has been proven
that women who don't want to be
pregnant will try to change their
situation. They will throw themselves down flights of stairs. They
will heave their stomachs over the
sides of bath tubs. They will overdose on pills or alcohol. I watched a
movie set in 1954 where a woman
was so desperate to not have a baby
that she tried to abort it herself
using knitting needles. Regardless
of my opinion about abi rtion, I am
relieved that women nc w have
other options.
But the social stigma of being
unmarried, young and pregnant
remains.
I think that the stigma could be
changed with more openness about
sex, birth control and family planning. But there are some places
where openness about these topics
is discouraged. I think that many
high schools, as evidenced by trie
debates about condom distribution,
are reluctant to condone sexual
activity.
There are other options for students, but inevitably, some of them
will be experimenting with sex.
What are we going to teach them
about protecting themselves in case
the experiment blows up? It needs
to start early, and it needs to be
implemented soon.
Natalie Miller is a guest columnist
and the opinion editor for The News.
Comments can be sent to

Letters to the Editor policy
The BG News encourages readers' Input lo discuss topics of interest in the BGSU community. If you
would like to have something printed in The BG News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are lo be less than 500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages).
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please Include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position and
affiliation with the University or community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred. Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or email us at bgnewsdbgnei.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to
show valid Identification upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be printed If valid identification
Is given and the editorial board deems anonymity Is in the proper Interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The News reserves the right
to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.

Have an
opinion?
E-mail us!
bgnews@bgnet

Tom Mather
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Laughter is also a good source of
antibody production.
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Where is radio
going?
As one who enjoys listening to the radio
just as much as the next person, 1 have noticed
a disturbing new trend in the music industry.
Most radio stations today fall into three
main categories: today's pop music hits with
the best of the '80s and '90s; today's rock and
roll hits with the best of the 70s, '80s, and '90s;
and the best hits of the past by groups that are
currently in their '70s, '80s, and '90s.
There are also college radio stations that are
supposed to play a wide variety of new and
innovative music of all sorts. In fact, a couple
of semesters ago my friends were DJs on just
such a station, but we couldn't pick them up
on the radio, because they were broadcasting
from a point not more than 50 yards from our
room.
You can imagine my utter shock, then,
when sometime last year I discovered a radio
station that I actually liked. They played popular music without resorting to Hootie and the
Blowfish every half-hour. They played modem
rock. Modem, as in none of the songs they
played reminded me of the time that the
Challenger blew up, or when the Detroit Tigers
won the World Series, or when the whole
lunch table got punished and sent to stand at
the cafeteria wall for singing, "Yakkity-Yak,
don't talk back!" while loudly pounding our
fists on the table.
It reminded me of an old Co'umbus station
when I was in high school, 105.7. At 105.7,
they played all different kinds of music from
all different kinds of backgrounds that all different kinds of people could enjoy.
Then after eight months they switched to
classic rock.
I never found .i station I liked as well as
105.7, until I found 94 and 4/8ths* last year
('name has been changed). It soon became my
favorite.
Last Friday, I noticed that 94 and 4/8ths
suddenly stopped playing full versions of
songs. Instead, they played five seconds of a
song, followed by a sound that was either a CD
skipping, fingernails on a chalkboard, or some
combination thereof.
It was eight o'clock in the morning at the
time, so it took me awhile to draw some conclusions, which were:
A. The DJ is about as awake as I am,
and/or has the hiccups.
B. This is a rather long and annoying commercial for chalkboards.
3. Something weird is going on that I'm
probably not going to like.
As my mind settled on number three, my
ear caught something for the first time that
instantly gave away the truth.
Last Friday, at approximately 7:59 a.m., for
a full five seconds I heard a din that shook horror through my bones.
It was the unmistakable sounds of The
Steve Miller Band.
Now, I'm not psychic. I don't know how
much time we have left. It could be days, or
weeks, or days. But in the meantime, I just
want to say from the bottom of my heart, it's
been fun.
Except for that part about standing at the
wall. 1 mean, that goes on your permanent
record.
This concludes Tom Mather's stint H a
Friday columnist for The News He will
continue to write occasionally as a guest
columnist, assuming that our planet is still
around.
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PEOPLE ON
THE STREET
Today's
Question:
"What are
your plans for
Valentine's
Day?"

Dr. Joshua Kaplan, Director of Health Services
on how to keep healthy during flew season.

Frieda Falcon
BG Mascot

Thrtfe

Avis Rupert
Ph.D.
English
To spend time with
the special man in
my life, my 12year-old son."

"Be with my love
Freddie and cheer
the Falcons to victory at hockey, basketball and gymnastics."

Got an Idea for ■ "People
on the Street" question?
K.,null us ul
"btrneweObguelDgmi".

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
dance (6 p.m. - Midnight)
Student Services Forum.

Steve Wenzlick
Senior
Accounting

Kim Kortrlght
Senior
Family Services

Joe Loas
Freshman
Undecided

BGSU hockey vs. Northern Michigan
(7 p.m.)
BGSU Ice Arena. BG returns home to
conclude Its regular-season series with the
Wildcats

"Going back home
for a party."

"Dress In black and
go out with my
roommates."

"Dinner, flowers
and go to my hockey game"
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UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Event*" i* ■ service to our reader* borrowed daily via the University web page. The caldendar of
event* on the web page ha* a more complete linting of event* and can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Friday, 2/13/98

American Marketing Association
candy sale (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Business Administration BuUdlng.
Print and Poster sale
(9 a.m. - 7 p.m.)
Student Services Forum. Stop in the
Saddlemire Building and check out all the
posters! A portion of proceeds will benefit
Dance Marathon!
Valentine's Day carnation sale
(9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Carnations will be presold
Monday thru Thursday, with
delivery on campus on Friday.
Flowers will be sold cash and
carry on Friday!
Valentine's Day
candygram sale
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. A fundraiser
for Mortarboard where we will be
selling Valentine's Day candy.
Candy will be delivered on Feb. 13

UAO Film- My Best Friend's
Wedding
(8 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
111 Olscamp Hall. All
films are open to BGSU
students, faculty and
staff. Admission Is $2.
Tickets may be purchased
one half hour before the
first show. Each film Is
bhovvn at 8p.m. and
.it I In m. lt.ith
i i i I .-. and Saturday
nights. Sponsored by
UAO.

OHIO Weather
Friday, Feb. 13
AccuWcathcr' forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Planetarium show
(8 p.m.)
Planetarium. Alphabet Universe:
the Best of Space from A to Z. $ 1 donation
suggested.

Red Cross bloodmobile
(11 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Student Union.

Shorts Festival (8 p.m.)
411 South Hall. A variety of plays, from
comedy to drama. Call 372-2719 for ticket
Information.

Brown Bag Lunch book
discussion (11:30 a.m.)
Faculty Lounge. Student
Union. A lively discussion on
the works of African
American authors. Free.
Public skating
(Noon - 2 p.m.)
Ice Arena. Cheap Skate.
For more Information, call
372-2264.
Prairie Margins fundraiser
(Noon - 4 p.m.)
University Hall. Prairie
Margins will be holding a raffle for various
prizes donated from area merchants, such
as dinners, movie tickets, etc.
Beyond BG raffle ticket sale
(6 p.m. - 7 p.m.)
BG/ Northern Michigan hockey game.
Raffle Tickets are being sold to benefit the
Senior Gift of Scholarship awarded at the
Beyond BG Senior Celebration. The raffle
will also take place at the celebration, and
will Include a 1998 Nissan Altlma. six
months free rent, a custom tailored suit
and more!

"The Big Playground"
(10 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
BGSU Recreation Center. FREE! This
event is an opportunity to combat negative
environmental messages that support the
misconception that everyone binge drinks!
Students are encouraged to bring in alcohol-related message Items for entrance Into
the raffle of dozens of prizes, including a
mountain bike and a Sony Playstation!
BGSU Recreational Sports employment opportunities (TEA)
Rec Center. Screening of applications for
the'98'99 school year will take place by
the Student Employee Board.

Showers T-storms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pt Cloudy Cloudy

<a Associated Press GrapftrcsNet

Saturday, 2/14/98
Dance for Heart (9 a.m. - Noon)
Student Recreation Center. Participate
in the American Heart Association's Dance
for Heart to support needed cardiovascular
research and education. Every minute you
dance In Dance for Heart can make the
difference for more than 70 million
Americans affected by heart disease.

PAGE THREE is Mended as an irreverent look at The University. We at The BO News consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those
of our staff. Hat* a nice day.

TODAY'S WEATHER *
Today:

Saturday:

Cold, mid-level clouds

Cold and sunny

High: 39

Low:

24

High: 38

Low: 26

PIZZA • 3 GREAT CRUSTS • SUPER SUBS • BUFFALO WINGS • SREAOSTIX

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU
[tfH OS H
353-MEGA
• LUNCH • DINNER • LATE NIGHT-

FOX RUN APARTMENTS
• 2 large bedrooms,
fully furnished or unfurnished
• 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer in each unit
• dishwasher and microwave
• walk-in closets, extra storage
• self-defrost refrigerators
• selt-cleaning range
• deadbolls for safety, patio doors

FAST FRIENDLY FREE DELIVERY • NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY & VARIETY

Clough

K Fox Run
McDonalds

Fayl
E. Wooster

i

CAMPUS

to

• gas heat • electric, central air •
• individually metered utilities •
• cable TV and phone in each room •
• fully insulated 6" walls *
• brick exterior and hallways •
• soundproofed • fireproofed •

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378

"Call-Well meet you there."

i*m*iii*:MiM:mimiWi*i

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, uuna. lockar room, weight room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU
- ORDER BY NUMBER •
OLarge Cheese Pizza
MEGA DEAL
©Medium 1-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
©Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
$899
Any Sin Ptzza with
O10 Wings, Breadstix & 1 Coke
up to 0 Itwna
©1 Footlong Sub & 1 Coke
©Cheesybread, 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke ^^^P^
©Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
•Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order of Cheesybread
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 99*
• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •
Handtossed, Thincrust, or Deep Dish|DgBp o.sn E«M)
ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Breadstix & Sauce 99c
B) New Cheesybread $1.99

1 616 E Wooster
Greenwood Center

C) 2 Cans of Coke 99c
D) 5-Piece Wings S1.99

GO FALCONS #1
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Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

^WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports
PARKING

Some parking around campus to be closed on
President's Day
To help traffic flow on President's Day, Feb. 16, the University
has decided to close the parking lot behind the Union as well as a
portion of Merry Street.
According to Stacie Enrlquez from parking and traffic, the
Union parking lot will be closed from midnight Sunday to midnight Monday.
Enriquez said the portion of Merry Street that will be closed is
the part between Mercer and Willard. She said it will be closed
on Monday from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
■ MUSIC

'Candle' lyrics net $400
LOS ANGELES - The original lyrics to "Candle in the Wind
1997," the ballad sung at Princess Diana's funeral, were sold at a
benefit auction Wednesday night for $400,000.
Three pages of handwritten lyrics and a printed final version
autographed by songwriters Bernie Taupln and Elton John were
sold to the Lund Foundation, a nonprofit group that funds programs for disadvantaged children.
"It's beyond our wildest dreams," Taupln said of the bid. The
money will go to Childrens Hospital Los Angeles.
John's recording of the song has sold more than 35 million copies worldwide with proceeds going to the Diana, Princess of
Wales Memorial Fund. She was killed Aug. 31 in a car accident in
Paris, along with boyfriend Dodi Al Fayed and the driver.
John first sang the song at Diana's funeral in London's Westminster Abbey on Sept. 6 and recorded it later, backed by a
string quartet instead of piano. John has said he will never again
sing the song live.
Taupin, who rewrote a 1973 song dedicated to Marilyn Monroe
for the Diana ballad, has collaborated with John for years. Taupin and his wife, Stephanie, decided to auction the lyrics and donate the proceeds to their favorite charity, Childrens Hospital.
■ OUTDOORS

Report says bear repellent may actually attract
ANCHORAGE, Alaska If a not what backpackers and
hikers want to hear the pepper spray they count on to scare off
bears may actually attract the big beasts, like catnip does cats.
The evidence, so far, is just anecdotal. But the stories are worrisome bears chewing up plane pontoons doused with the spray
and crowding Into recently sprayed camp sites, U.S. Geological
Survey researcher Tom Smith said.
Smith discovered the attraction in November when he saw a
bear rolling on a rope sprayed just a week earlier with powerful
red pepper extract. He was recording brown bear activity near
salmon streams In the Katmal National Park and Preserve, 240
miles southwest of Anchorage.
Intrigued, Smith jumped from his observation post and
sprayed the beach with repellent. Several bears approached the
beach 40 times to paw and roll in the spray.
"It's a 500-pound cat with a ball of catnip," Smith said.

Gain Practical
'Experience!
The Student Alumni Association is holding an Extern Experience informative
meeting on Tuesday, February 17 at 9:15
p.m. in 101 BA. Extern Experience is a
great way to gain practical work experience in your major field of study. Be
matched up with a BGSU alumni over
spring break, during the summer, or
arranged times during the semester.
Invite your friends! Sponsored by
Student Alumni Association (SAA).

HIV-positive man infects many
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS - An HIV-positive
man infected 18 women and girls
In Missouri with the AIDS virus
in what public health officials
call the largest known documented case of its kind.
Darnell "Boss Man" McGee,
28, had more than 100 known sex
partners before he was gunned
down on the street last year, according to a report released
Wednesday. Those he infected
ranged in age from 15 to 29.
But public health officials admit their report does not tell the
whole story.
Citing confidentiality laws, Illinois health officials refused to
even say whether they've tested
women who had sex with McGee,
even though he lived in East St.
Louis, 111., and Is said to have infected women there.
Dr. Larry Fields, chief health
officer for the St. Louis City Department of Health and Hospitals, expressed frustration about
not having more recent information from Illinois.
"Although the book is closed on
McGee in Missouri, I, too, have
an interest in learning the total

for individuals who are still part
of our community."
McGee, who learned he was
HIV positive in 1992, had sex
with at least 101 females before
his death, including four who
were 13 or 14 years old, according to Missouri's report, which
was compiled by city and state
investigators.
Investigators say McGee
preyed on girls with low selfesteem, making them feel Important with flattery and gifts, and
would pick them up in front of
schools, liquor stores and skating
rinks.
Darnell McGee allegedly had sex
Six of the Infected women have
with over 100 females before his given birth, but none of the badeath, infecting an unknown bies has tested positive.
number with HIV.
Officials also said that none of
the 22 men who were identified
number of partners infected," he as having sex with one of the 101
said. Missouri officials earlier women have tested positive for
had said McGee infected about HIV.
30 sex partners, relying on initial
Health officials said they were
Illinois numbers.
aware of only one other case like
Nonetheless, Fields stressed McGee in the United States.
that the release of Missouri's reIn western New York, auport reflected more than just thorities in late January said 16
numbers, but real lives.
people are believed to have HIV
"The information shared today infections linked to Nushawn
is more than a story," he said. Williams: 13 women, two of their
"There is a lot of pain involved infants and one man who got the

virus after having sex with one of
Williams' known partners.
One woman in 1994 and two in
1996 Identified McGee as a sex
partner after they tested positive
for HIV, but health officials
could not find him to talk about
the risks or state laws against
knowingly spreading the virus.
Last April, the St. Louis PostDispatch ran a story about
McGee's death that said he had
had multiple sex partners while
carrying the HIV virus.
"Thirty women came forward
within two days of that report,"
said Pamela Rice Walker of the
Missouri Department of Health.
The police investigation into
McGee's death, originally
thought to be a revenge killing,
also appears to be nearing an
end. Montrell Worthy, 24, is
awaiting trial.
At the time of his arrest last
summer. Worthy confessed to
shooting McGee during a robbery that netted only a piece of
counterfeit crack cocaine. He
later recanted, saying police
tricked him.

Marines charged
in hazing incident

Teacher considers
marrying student

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

ing.
"It's despicable to us to see this
PARRIS ISLAND, S.C. - A year type of activity," said Maj. Rick
after the nation was shocked by Long, a spokesman for the Corps'
bloody images of Marines pound- training depot here. "People are
ing medals into each other's shocked that Marines would enchests comes a new picture of gage in this type of activity
young Marines being subjected against other Marines."
to beatings - Thursday night
fights and mock crucifixions.
After a week in the hospital
Four privates are in the brig at and a month's leave, Lugowski is
Parris Island, charged with haz- back at Fort Knox, Ky., the Army
ing and severely beating a fellow base where the assault took
Marine because he supposedly place.
had gotten his platoon in trouble
for falling to do some routine
Navy investigators
have
tasks.
said that Thursday nights were
Pvt. Maciej Lugowski, 20, of set aside for more senior trainees
New York City lost his spleen and to fight newer ones in "love sessuffered other injuries in the as- sions," in which the only instrucsault Dec. 17 - six months after tions were not to hit in the face or
the nation's top Marine declared below the belt. Kidney punches
the Corps would not tolerate haz- were encouraged.

r

SEATTLE - The former school
teacher Imprisoned for having
sex with a 13-year-old boy told
Oprah Winfrey she believes her
family - as well as the boy's would like them to marry.
"I think that the families would
like that," Mary Kay Letourneau
said In a telephone interview on
Ms. Winfrey's TV show that was
taped Tuesday and broadcast
Wednesday. "Both families. His
mother, my family .... my biological family."
Mrs. Letourneau, 36, gave birth
to the boy's child last May. The
9-month-old girl is in the custody
of the mother of the boy, now 14.
Mrs. Letourneau acknowledged she "probably made some
poor choices along the way. ...

Especially knowing the outcome
of the decision."
David H. Gehrke, who represented Mrs. Letourneau in the
case, said she defied his advice
by making two 10-minute calls
from the prison while the show
was being taped in Amarillo.
Mrs. Letourneau began serving
a 7 1/2-year prison term Friday
after pleading guilty to two
counts of second-degree rape of a
child and then violating the
terms of a suspended sentence
by meeting with the boy.
Asked by Ms. Winfrey whether
her love for the boy was worth
being in prison, Mrs. Letourneau
replied: "Well, right now I'm
here, and it's worth It for the fact
that I'm able to stay true to myself instead of to an oppressionvalued obedience program."

I, I. I I I
MY BEST FRIEN

EDDING

Friday, February 13th &
Saturday, February 14th
8:00 PM& 11:00 PM
U 1. t A ROIERTS
Olscamp 111
MYJESTVR
BEST FRIEND'S
'r'fiy
$2.00
-Wt
50 cents from each
ticket sale goes to
g|g[||{) Dance Marathon.

iffi

FREE
Courtesy of

PREVIEWTHEATER
Questions? Call 372-7164

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
FINANCIAL PROCESS
The Student Organization Financial Board is now distributing
the Budget Request Forms to those student organizations
seeking General funds for 1998-99. A packet of materials is
available in the Office of Student Life, Room 405 Saddlemire
Student Services Building. Required forms must be
completed and returned to the Office of Student Life, Room
405 Student Services by 5:00p.m. Friday, March 6, 1998. If
you have questions please call 372-2843.

I

I

I

I. I

J—J Apartment living
NOT
what you expected?
•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing!
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
•utilities included
••space available immediately
t »no rent payments during school breaks
•semester leases
•close to campus
l«on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
|for details on hassle-free living!
354-2191

I I I I I I I
YOU bet Newlove

Realty Rentals has
the best places to
live In BGI
Come and visit our
office to pick up
your free
brochure of
over 400
apartments,
houses, and duplexes in
many locations.
^.
t=J

328 S. I
352-5621
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Forum addresses white contributions to black history
□ Marshall Rose discusses the significance
of whites in black history and the civil rights
movement.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BC News
"People who dont know their
history don't have an understanding of who they are, where they
come from or where they are going," Stuart Givens, University
historian once said.
Whites in black history?
Whites contributing to the civil
rights movement? The idea of
whites contributing to the civil
rights movement is an idea that
seems unreal and is rarely discussed in history text books, yet
the office of Affirmative Action

wants people to remember that
black history and the civil rights
movement is not just about African Americans.
In an attempt to shed light on
this topic, Marshall Rose, director of Affirmative Action, led the
forum "Whites in Black History:
A Choice of Legacies" on
Wednesday.
"This is a real travesty; it is unjust. People need to know about
white Americans who have contributed to the civil rights
movement," Rose said.
The forum focused on the forgotten white Americans who
have contributed to the civil
rights movement. Rose said that
when someone says 'civil rights
leader', one automatically thinks
of an African American person.
"If you say civil rights, nobody
imagines anyone white," Rose
said.

~vIJ£
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Diversity

He stressed that all the prog.vs made in the civil rights
movenicr' was not pioneered by
African Americans. He said,
from the beginning there have
been whites fighting for African
Americans. Rose said, "There is
a legacy there that is horrific, but
you have to realize there is another legacy."
This other legacy includes the
Quakers who were the first white
group to protest slavery. It also
includes Anthony Benezet, who
began a school for African American Children and continually
supported African American education.
Levi Coffin, president of the
Underground Railroad, is another civil rights leader, and

Arthur B. Spingam, a white
American, received the highest
honor for his contribution to the
civil rights movement.
Rose said these men demonstrate that all whites were not
implicated in the oppression. He
said Americans need to realize
that the roles of whites in black
history is not limited to slave
owners or Ku Klux Klan members. He said there were
thousands of white civil rights
leaders, but people will only become aware of them by studying
black history.
Rose said knowing history is
very important. He believes it
provides historical identity and
cultural integrity.
Anthony Nappi, senior education major felt similarity.
"The civil rights movement
was not just about about one
color. ... It was more about peo-

ple, people who had a common
goal," he said.
Rose said black history is hard
for white Americans to discuss,
but believes the recognition of
whites in black history would be
a step in the right direction. He
thinks this recognition will make
a difference to whites and it will
help overcome the collective
guilt that is often associated with
African American oppression.
He believes this story will make
a difference for both blacks and
whites.
"They (whites) deserve to have
their story told. ... The moral of
this whole presentation is that
whites in black history must
count," Rose said.
Rose believes including whites
in black history would build positive relations and mutal respect
for race, and that together whites
and blacks can fight to build a

social order and oppose oppression.
Charlotte Wade, senior broadcast journalism major, said she
believes recongnizing whites in
black history would create a
sense of balance.
"I think it is awesome whites
can say "we had a part in black
history,'" Wade said.
Rose said black history must
be recognized as a time of hope.
He wants people to remember
blacks and whites have made
America what it is today. He believes remembering the white
Americans who contributed to
the civil rights movement will
remind America of the dream of
equality.
"We have to save the dream.
We must recognize whites in
black history," Rose said.

FLU
Continued from page one.
semester did not fit the criteria
for what he considers an actual
flu.
Schools in the area have not
been as fortunate, however. Liberty Center Schools saw a daily
absence rate of 200-300 students
a couple weeks ago. In addition,
the Center for Disease Control
reported large outbreaks in the
Columbus and Cincinnati areas.
"More serious flus, such as the
recent outbreak in Hong Kong,
are usually linked to animal viruses or tainted food products,"
Kaplan said.
He said the last major occurrence of such a flu in the area occurred in the mid-1980s but dissipated within a few days.
Kaplan believes that there is no
flu concern at the University. In
fact, he stated that the Health
Center is no longer advertising
or administering flu vaccines.
According to Kaplan, the flu
• ■thlaLceShtckler
Freshman Amanda Lipscomb, an Honors Students Assocation member, donates her time to help raise
money for Dance Marathon. HSA is selling Valentine flowers today in the University Union foyer.

AIDS
Continued from page one.
Bunner said the course is a one
credit hour course right now and
hopes to implement the satellite
lecture as part of it for next fall.
She said the universities are
working together to accomplish
that.
According to Bunner, the University has been implementing
the program for over a year. She

QQhAGS

said last fall they were able to
communicate with Firelands, but
two way is easier than five.
Wayson-Locher will be discussing the HIV testing process as
well as what it means when
someone tests positive or negative, according to Bunner. She
said Wayson-Locher has spoken
with the class in the past, but it's
the first time she'll be talking
with students from elsewhere.

Cliff Boutelle, public relations
director, said there is an advantage to distance learning. He said
it provides the students with a
great opportunity.

season for Winter 1998 will be
over within the next few weeks.
He said the actual vaccine does
not take effect for two weeks
which makes a vaccine unnecessary at this time.
However, with the recent
weather conditions and amount
of widespread viruses normally
present in the winter season,
people are especially susceptible
to catching a cold. For that
reason, Kaplan said it is important to take precaution during
this time of the year. Cold viruses are spread by contact, and
washing hands is often the
easiest way to help prevent sickness.
"Getting ample rest is of paramount importance, since the
body creates antibodies during
sleep which fight germs," said
Kaplan. "Laughter is also a good
source of antibody production."
Drinking plenty of fluids will
also help deter a cold, Kaplan
said. He said a good indicator of

Engraving

Hey baby

Those who require further information regarding colds, flus
and medication should consult or
visit the Student Health Center,
at 372-2271.

What's your line?

Shannon Sisa & John Botson
Lauren Fisk & Barney
Angeleena Milligan & Bryan Overton
Sharon Risener & Mike Pheifer
Christina Basaraband & Kieih Davidson
Carla Gibson & Keith Bodi
Allison Bennett & Vern VanCleve
Gabrielle Elesse & Zachary Ryan
Krista Zarakis
Betsy Chippendale & Jared Lcvengood
Melanie Cramer
Katy Creecy
Are your legs tired y. Angie Naufzinger
Carolyn O' Rourke
from running through ^o
Wendy Nonhstein

• Plaques •
• Jewelry •
• Name Plates •

my dreams all night? Qv ?/
*&

"It gives (students) the benefit
of experts from different universities," Boutelle said. "It provides students with the ability to
talk with other students from
different schools."

The Senior Advisory Council
would II he to announce the first

body hydration is urine color,
and a clear or pale yellow color
indicates a sufficient amount of
liquid within the body.
Those already with colds
should use over-the-counter medications. For pain, ibuprofen
(such as Advil or Motrin) or acetominophen (Tylenol) is fine, but
one should avoid taking aspirin.
Non-drowsy cold medication is
good for daytime, but stronger
products should be taken at
night.
Zinc, once thought to be a
remedy for colds, does not work
as well as originally thought, Kaplan said. However, he said many
stores are now carrying a product called Echinacea in the health
food section which may be worth
trying.

Kappa Delta
Friday, February 13,1998

Have you called home lately?

BEYOND BE SCHOLARSHIP

Alternative Clothing ■ Winter Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • incense •
Unique Candles ■ Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hair Glitter (gold & silver)»
others • Body Purmers (100%
guarantee) • Hair Coloring

Any 1999 graduate in financial need is eligible.
Applications are available beginning today
at the Mileti Alumni Center, Financial Aid, and the
Office of Student Life.

(Wt RENT VIDEOS • Largest Collection of
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Children s Videos • Comedy

445 E. Woosler
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 3540176
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Give.your
Valentine an added
extra!!
tStfj
Bring*Jn
this ad & receive a FREE
of
balloon with your cash & carry pun
'35
$25 or more!!
fa

COME

seeTHe

WOMEN'S
E*ASK€TOML TEAM,
BATTLE FOP. 1ST
PLACE IN THE MAC.
BG(13~D
VS.K6NT(l4-0)
.30 TM.
Ar©Q\SONAr\e*\
fludenl/ admilled f RE£ with valid BCSU ID

Klotzle^ers the freshest flovvej^SSpund,
beautifiiiib1oominc3 & green pJ^^plush
teddy bears^^nore! Stc^fc^ see us for
KJotz FloVal^5^^«ten Center
906 Napo\eqtirR<il^wling Green, Ohio
"40-553^351
Mon' - Fri 0-5 Sat. 0-4
Special Valentine Hours Feb. 12th 0-6. Fed. 13th 0-7
Valentines Day Feb. 14th 0-6

cash, Visa, MC, Discover, AMEX
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POWsof
Vietnam
praise
America

SAFE SEX
Continued from page one.

are only birth control methods.
They do not protect against
STDs." Jacoby said. "One of the
things we strongly encourage
when people request those methods is to use barrier methods
also."

The Associated Press

"Being sexually
active is not for every
student. They need to
discuss their sexual
activities with their
partner prior to being
in the heat of the
moment."

Chris Hageman
Center for Wellness and
Prevention coordinator

Chris Hageman, health promotion coordinator for the Center
for Wellness and Prevention, said
being in a healthy monogamous
relationship is imperative when
choosing to have sexual inter-

AaiKlatcd Preu Photo

Heavy rains in California have caused mudslides in many areas.
Hillside homes in several San Francisco neighborhoods were eva-

cuated because authorities feared they could slide.

New moon provides attack opportunity

"Being sexually active is not
for every student. They need to
discuss their sexual activities
with their partner prior to being The Associated Press
in the heat of the moment,"
Hageman said. "They need to
WASHINGTON ~ Military planners pay as
discuss what each feels comfort- much attention to the waxing and waning of
able with as well as their past the moon as young lovers and mythical
sexual histories."
werewolves: A dark sky with little or no
visible crescent is the best time to launch an
Each month, bulletin board attack.
packets are sent to resident adThe U.S. Naval Observatory, which keeps
visers. In February, one of the track of the lunar calendar, says the next
two packets being handed out is new moon will be Feb. 26, creating a potencalled "Romance, Respect and tial window of opportunity for a possible
Responsibility," and will run U.S. strike on Iraq. The 1991 Persian Gulf
from Feb. 8-15. This packet will War was launched Jan. 17, two days after the
focus on healthy relationships new moon arrived Jan. IS, continuing a long
and how to engage in safer sex.
military tradition of surprising the enemy in

the dead of night.
"There are three or four nights of darkness on either side of the new moon," Geoff
Chester, a spokesman for the observatory,
said Wednesday. "It certainly helps to have
no moon. When it's full, it illuminates the
sky."
The Clinton administration hasn't decided
whether to launch an attack on Iraq with the
stated goal of knocking out suspected sites
of chemical and biological weapons making.
But Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
has said such a strike could come in a matter
of weeks if Iraq hadn't complied with U.N.
resolutions allowing international inspectors
full access to such suspected sites, including

Saddam Hussein's many presidential palaces.
Defense Secretary William Cohen, who
began a U.S. military buildup in the Persian
Gulf region after the Iraqi crisis began in
the fall, has said he has enough military
might to do the job - two aircraft carriers,
320 aircraft and more on their way and about
30,000 troops stationed in the region.
Now, the only question - if diplomacy fails
- is when to strike. So far, the administration
says publicly there is no deadline for Iraq to
comply.
A full moon could make attacking planes
easier targets for Iraq's anti-aircraft artillery and surface-tc-ground missiles.

WASHINGTON - The gates at
Hanoi's infamous Hoa Lo prison
swung open 25 years ago today,
releasing the first wave of U.S.
prisoners of war who had been
tortured and starved in retaliation for battling the communist
regime in Vietnam.
Among the 135 or so Americans taking their first step
toward freedom that day was Col.
Sam Johnson of Texas, a decorated Air Force combat pilot
whose F-4 Phantom had been shot
down over North Vietnam nearly
seven years earlier. Johnson,
now a Republican congressman
from suburban Dallar, was
among the celebrated "Alcatraz
11," who were singled out for especially brutal treatment because of their uncommon resistance. The Alcatraz alumni include former Sen. Jeremiah Denton, R-Ala., and retired Adm.
James Stockdale, who was Ross
Perot's running mate in 1992.
A nation badly divided over
Vietnam celebrated when its
POWs returned home.
"It was a joyous time," retired
Navy Capt. James Mulligan of
Virginia Beach, Va, also a survivor of Alcatraz's solitary confinement and leg irons, said in an
interview this week. "It was, for
us, a magnificent experience to
come home to a free country and
be acclaimed like that."
Today, the House pays tribute
to Johnson, his fellow POWs and
the more than 2,000 American
soldiers who remain unaccounted for from the war. A resolution offered by the Republican
leadership praises "these
patriots for their courage and
exemplary service."

'Dining tyuideW.
VIUHC

IRcS SftecCaU (4fr»K t* Uo4ut$)

& OUNCE CUT OF PRIME RIB. POTATO. TOSSED SALAD
J8.95
VEGETABLE, ROLL & BUTTER
12 OUNCE CUT PRIME RIB. POTATO. TOSSED SALAD.
J12.95
VEGETABLE. ROLL & PUTTER
6 OUNCE CUT OF PRIME RIB. 4 JUMBO BREADED SHRIMP,
POTATO. VEGETABLE. ROLL A BUTTER
S JUMBO BREADED SHRIMP. POTATO. 4T0SSED
SALAD, VEGETABLE, ROLL & BUTTER
SOUP. 5AIAD AND DESSERT BUFfET AN ADDITIONAL $169
ADT) ANY 0T THE FOLLOWING DESSERTS FOR *L25
DESSERT CHOICES: ASSORTED PIES. CREAM
PUFFS. CAKES. FRESH FRUTT CUP

^OLU^ntwitoQ,^
'0,-&onieone^oit_/
00ej
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BGSU Student Discount Card.

<

COUPON EXPIRES 2/16/98

0

SAVE*4" »

On Any Two Adult Dinners
limit 2 persons. Coupon valid for Super
Buffet or Regular Entree, Morvfn 4PM »
Close ond oil doy Saturday ond Sunday.
Coupon not volid al lunchlime. NJO
reproductions olowed. Tax not included.
1544 E. Wooster, Bowling Green • Call 352-0462

Make Your Date Party Reservations Now!
*
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Trash the talk — it's time to play
□ BG hosts undefeated
Kent in the most important MAC game of the
season.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News

We all have BG
sports in mind
It's been said many times
that two heads - or three, or
four, etc. - are better than one.
Thank God, because most of
the time I need a little help.
I have been fortunate
enough to have been tabbed to
be part of a "meeting of the
minds," if you will. Sunday
night, all three major sports
media forces at the University
will join together for the very
first time to - what else? -- talk
sports.
The BG News, WBGU-FM
(88.1) Radio Sports and BG 24
News will be converging to
produce an hour-long "Sports
Extra" program to air at 9 p.m.
Sunday on BG 24 (Wood Cable
Channel 24).
The edition, to be hosted by
BG 24 anchors Melissa Pearch
and Blair Miller, will be jampacked with Falcon athletic
highlights and will include appearances from the good ole
sports guys from The News
and WBGU-FM.
The program will be a
unique collaboration of rival
sports media outlets.
"It's a good thing because it
brings all of the student media
together. It unites everybody,"
said Jason Gibbs, the vice
president of Radio Sports.
"None of us dislikes each
other. It just shows that we're
all working together to educate the University on sports."
Pearch agrees.
"We all work hard to scoop
each other, but we're all
friends," Pearch said. "We all
love what we do and we all love
to cover Bowling Green
sports."
BG 24 has aired "Sports
Extra" programs in the past,
but this will be the first to include members of other sports
media outlets. Pearch explained why the other institutions were asked to make their
TV debut.
"I don't think students or
people around the community
realize how muchThe BG
News does, or how much
WBGU and all of us work
together," Pearch said.
"There's a lot of sports knowledge there and I think it's
great for us to be able to work
together."
Gibbs isn't complaining. He
sees a television spot as just
another way to get WBGU
some much-needed publicity.
"I think it's great ~ it gives
us a little bit more exposure,"
Gibbs said. "It promotes us a
little bit and shows that we can
do a little bit more stuff than
Just radio."
The broadcast is slated to
include a bevy of highlights
from the weekend, and a series
of one-on-one interviews with
notables such as Major League
Baseball pitcher Tim Belcher
and beleaguered BG hockey
player Dan Price.
The show will also feature a
"Reporters' Roundtable," a
meeting of the minds if there
ever was one. I just hope I haven't lost mine by then.

All the rhetoric has been laid to
rest. All the cliches have been
cashed in. The tepid talk now
gives way to a titanic tilt.
A month's worth of buildup and
a season's worth of sweat come to
a head Saturday for the Bowling
Green women's basketball team
as the Falcons host Kent in a
game with epic implications in
the Mid-American Conference
and beyond.
The Flashes (16-6, 14-0 MAC)
dealt BG (18-4, 13-1 MAC) its
only loss in the league in Kent on
Jan. 14. A late Falcon rally fell
just short, as the Flashes held on
in an 88-85 thriller which BG has
not forgotten.
"I'm excited to play them. I ve
been excited ever since we lost,"
said Jaymee Wappes, BG's
backup point guard whose overtime heroics salvaged a win at
Akron Wednesday night. "I think
we can beat them. They're beatable. Right now they're number
one, but... we're ready to play."
Wappes and starting point
guard Jenifer Gafford will be going head-to-head with Kent sophomore Dawn Zerman. The Flashes' 5-7 floor general burned BG
for 22 points in the last outing,
slashing untouched to the basket
on several occasions.
Another key matchup will feature BG's Charlotta Jones and
Kent's Carrie Templin down on
the blocks. Templin, a 6-foot
senior from Hillpoint, Wis., is a
two-time All-MAC selection,
while Jones has been setting the
conference on its ear lately and
has emerged as the favorite for
the MAC Player of the Year award.
Jones has averaged 26.3 points
and 11.3 rebounds over her last
three games, improving her stats
to 18.7 ppg and 9.6 rpg on the
season. She also leads the Falcons in assists at 3.0 per game.

She's been waiting for this
game for awhile.
"We're just really anxious to
play Kent," Jones said. "Kent's
the number-one team right now."
A victory over the Flashes
would open up the possibility for
BG and Kent to finish tied atop
the MAC at 17-1, should each
team win out. In that case, the top
seed for the MAC Tournament
would be decided by a coin flip.
A Kent victory would all but
assure the Flashes of the top
seed.
"We control our own destiny so
we have to go out there and do
what we do best and knock off
Kent," said BG guard Sara Puthoff, who admitted the Falcons
may have looked past some earlier opponents while their eyes
were on the Flashes. "Who knows
what's going to happen after
that?"
BG coach Jacl Clark promised
the contest will be worthy of the
hype it has been afforded thus
far.
"It's a game we've obviously
been looking forward to, just as
I'm sure Kent has been looking
forward to it," Clark said. "It
should be a great game. ... Kent's
going to be ready and we're going
to be ready."
The Falcons have appeared
less than ready in some of their
latest games. Northern Illinois,
who was lurking at the bottom of
the MAC East, took BG to overtime before succumbing on Feb.
5. Ball State, another sub-.500
team, gave the Falcons a run on
Saturday, and Akron narrowly
missed pulling the upset on
Wednesday night.
Yet, BG has managed to win
every time out, preserving the
winner-take-all showdown at Anderson Arena Saturday.
Puthoff mentioned that the
Falcons had to do "a lot of little
things before we get to the big
picture."
The little things are out of the
way. The big picture is here, and
it will be much more in focus
after Saturday.
■Falcons vs.
page ten.

Flashes preview,

BG Nen Pk«o by Amy Vu H.m
BG forward Charlotta Jones' recent play has catapulted her to the forefront of the MAC Player of the
Year race.

j Keegan, Inman lead
Falcons into All-Ohio
□ The Falcon tandem
hope to parlay enthusiasm into success.
By NICK LUCIANO
The BG News
Leading, hard-working, and
personable are the most common
words Steve Price, the Falcon
women's track coach, uses when
describing Lisa Keegan and Kristin Inman.
Keegan transferred to Bowling
BC N«wi PhoCo by Jun Bowers Green after a brief stint at the
University of Toledo. Her addlBG sophomore Nikki Monroe (center) and the rest of the Falcon track tion to the team has been a treteam competes Saturday at the All-Ohio Championships in Kent.
mendous boost and has bolstered

the Falcons as one of the elite
teams in the Mid-American Conference in throwing events.
The change of venue has been a
blessing for Keegan. Since coming to BG, she has improved her
mark in the shot put by five feet.
Her best mark in the weight
throw this year shattered her
previous best by an amazing 10
feet.
"Lisa is one of the hardest
workers on the team," said BG
assistant coach Scott Sehmann,
who works with the throwers.
"When she came here, she was
very excited and was willing to

^ Men's

& Women's
Track

All-Ohio
Championship
Saturday 'all day
Kent Stale
University
BG Women's coach Steve Price:
"We want to avenge our loss to
Kent State earlier in the year.

• See ALL-OHIO, page nine.

Here's A
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Real FW!
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Winemaking & Homebrew Supplies
ALL MAJOR BRANDS AVAILABLE

Store Hours:
Monday-Friday noon-9 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

1400 Napoleon Road 352-9135
Mon. -Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2

344 south Main Sired
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 419-353-7126

801 & 803 FIFTH STREET
* 2 bdrm apts. furn & unfurn
* Washer/dryer on premises
* With balconies or patios
* FREE water and sewer
* 1 cat permitted per apartment

NEWIPVE
Rentals

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620
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Wendy,
You are the love of my life.
When we are apart, I (eel so
empty inside. When we are
together my world is complete.
Just remember only 148 days til
we are together forever!
Yours forever and a day

S) Happy Valentine's Day Jeff
Derryberry. You are always
on my mind!
Love. Kelly

JuBa $bme CalaBrest

»a Jrom ourfirst kiss, to now,

F*3

and forever, you have made me
tfie floppiest guy in the world,
tybody ma^es me as happy as you.
Jorever Love,
•Ben

TiffanySpice up my life,
Be my Valentine.

#33 • Jaymee Wappes • #33
Steve

Al, Hey Mr. BGSU you are the big
man on campus.
Love, Kate
Brian and Charlotte

Happy Valentine's Day!

Krush Kent!
#33 • Jaymee Wappes • #33

Roses are red
violets are blue
There is nothing better
than the five of you
Happy Valentines Day 526
Love, Melissa

#13 • Jenifer Gafford «#13
Unplug the Flashes!
#13 • Jenifer Gafford • #13

#33 • Jaymce Wappes • #33

#31 • Sherry Kahle • #31
Dim the Flashes
#31 • Sherry Kahle • #31

#34 • Sara Puthoff • #34
Krumble Kent
#34 • Sara Puthoff • #34

Happy Valentine's Day
Krush Kent!

#11 • Brooke Belcher • #11
Konsume Kent
#11 • Brooke Belcher • #11

XOXO Brandon and Kelley XOXO
Over three years ago we fell in
love, and every day after I can't
help but love you more. Love,

#4 • Yolanda Holt • #4
Konfound Kent
#4 • Yolanda Holt • #4

Kelley

#10«Angie Farmer* #10
Krumple Kent
#10 • Angie Farmer • #10

Vo,
In so many ways
on so many days,
you have made my world
warm and beautiful.
Crappy!

Cara, Happy Valentine's Day
-_ Love ya,

i®\

Kirk_

#12«Kristy Hineline • #12
Flush the Flashes
#12 «Kristy Hineline* #12
#24 • Bridget Andrews • #24
Klean Kent's Klock!
#24 • Bridget Andrews • #24
#44 • Jill DeFosse • #44
Blackout the Flashes
#44 • Jill DeFosse • #44

Happy Valentine's Day to our
sweetheart Brad Hughes.
From the girls of Kappa Phi!

#40 • Netta Smith • #40
Kut Down Kent!
#40 • Netta Smith • #40

Josh,
Happy 3rd Valentines Day!
Love always, Ljerka

^

W

S$?*

Happy Valentine's Day
Love your Sweetheart
Michelle
Jen- Happy Valentines Day
You mean the world to me.
Love Always, Ryan

Christy,
You are my sunshine,
my only sunshine,
You make me happy,
When Skies are gray...
I love you very much and hope to spend
many more Valentine's Days with you!
John

#25 • Chartotta Jones • #25
Kool off Kent!
#25 • Charlotta Jones • #25

HAPPY 21st JENN/

Amanda
If I gave my heart to you, would you
promise to always be true?
Ringo

t&r

Litsa
As long as you are with me,
Everyday is Valentine's Day.

:■:,•,,

Happy Valentine's Day to
my favorite favorite hockey
player. I love you lots!!!

Chris -1 love you so very much
don't think you know how
much you mean to me.

Rick, it's been two years and I
am still amazed how I can love
you more everyday! Happy
Valentine's Day and Happy
Anniversary! I love you, Candy.

What do those red fish stand for?
Swimmy sends a Happy Valentine
to Dream Team'98! 41 and counting! SDIK

BryanThank you for the last two years. You
are the best thing that has ever happened to me and you are the light of
my life.
Love-Cindy

My dearest Hibler:
Your too sweet!!
From: "Your Boyfriend"

Stanley Jackson,
My heart wants to meet your
heart halfway. Maybe we can get
this thing together. Forgive me!
Love, your forever valentine.

Friday, February 13, 1998

£& Love,

'm Matt

Wendy, Missy, and GinaYou guys are the best Valentines
ever! Shoot... Have a j
great one, Heidi
Don't hoochie-koo it too much!

You owe me $70!!
Leon Weathersby
Happy Valentines Day

Hone,
Honeybunny, I'm glad we're
together again.
You are the best.
-Fuzzybear

Alyson,
I LOVE YOU!
You are my sunshine.
Scott Z

BambiJust to tell you that I'm so happy you
said "yes" to the big question in Patrick
O Ryans Sunday, Feb. 8, 1998. You are
my soulmate!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Matti

Fresh Spice, Salty Spice & "I've
got a story.." Spice "WANNABE"
my Valentine?!
Cranky Spice

Cheryl: I wanted to wish you
a Happy Valentine's Day, and tell
you how much I love you.
Love Scott

Michelle

V
Bill

Coach,
Break my nose one more time and
I'm yours. Who's Bengt Gustauson
anyway? (wink)
XOXO-Ms. Dale Hunter
Carlla- Roses are sticky, kitties are fun. We
think you're nifty because you ain't a nun.
-Fans of I/O

4 XOXOXOXOXOXOXO ft>

I'm so Happy
you're a part of
my&fe.you \
complete me.
ikappy
Valentine's Day!
Loveyou,
VL Liz
4 XOXOXOXOXOXOXO *

Happy
Valentine's Day
Sweetie
llsn't Love Grand!?!

Happy Valentine's Day Mommy!
Love, BG Luigi, Maxine Leona Emma,
Ziggy Zoomba, Echo, Flipper, and all the rest!

Josh»Amanda«Josh«Amanda«Josh
Everything happens for a reason. The
reason I found you was to have a forever
love. Happy Valentine's Day Honey.
I love you. Love, Amanda

Kappas' Play Kupid
Kappa Kappa Qamma
yjebruaryM, 1998

LoveJ

Let your sister pick

Megan. Karen, & Rach

your mister!

P

Mandy, Beth, Andrea, Michelle,
Wendy, Lindsay, RheaTake it off! Friek! Volume time!!
U2! Bono! Beaches, Titanic and
the death defying encounter with
the semi! Airport? Keep those
demons in! You had sex?! With
who? "I don't believe you!" No, I
don't want to see the sheets!
What do you mean you don't
remember
his
name?
Roommates, psycho, weird!
Bud...weis...er! I love you man!
Road trips, twelve am, meyers!
Windsor! Pizza, pretzels, someone's coat? Spotlights, aftershock, vodka, tequila w/salt on
the lemon! Barbie mobile and
some cornfield! Taco Hell!
Prompter girl or board girl?!
Fuzz, ruff ruff, Mandy at the door!
Did Dawn throw up?-Damn her.
Wendy and Shaun. Neil's, need I
say more? I didn't do anything in
your bed Wendy-Drea was in it
w/Holland! "Lindsay, what did
you break now? My favorite shot
glass, Christmas lights, my
CAR?" There's some girl passed
out in the bathroom-"Where, I
don't see her?" White pizza,
again-burp! Cedar Point-sex in
the room-not again! Bouncy baby
or Babies? Love the B-day presents, wish I could use them-l
guess some people can't get a
hint-V. or L. Bruises, Bites,
Bruised again, rug bum, scarred
for life! Greg! Thanks for all the
memories. I just want you all to
know I love you. Happy v-day.
See you at the bars.
Love, Dawn
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Olympic weather still problematic
The Associated Press
NAGANO, Japan - When the
smoke cleared, Canada's Ross
Rebagliati had his go'.d medal
back. Now if only the weather on
the Hakuba ski slopes could clear
up, too...
Snow, wind, rain, fog, thunder,
lightning - all have combined to
turn the Nagano Games' Alpine
skiing events into a slushy mess.
Olympic officials, after awarding
just a single Alpine medal thus
far, must squeeze nine events
into the next 10 days.
"I'm sure we can do it. We have
enough space," said Gian Franco
Kasper, secretary-general of the
International Ski Federation.
They were hoping to try again
Friday (Thursday night EST),
with the thrice-delayed men's
downhill and the downhill portion
of the men's combined. But high
winds and the need to work on
the course forced a 45-minute delay in the start of the race.
The men's figure skating Part I, the short program started
Thursday with the
favorites setting up a Saturday

showdown for the gold medal.
The top three finishers, in order
Ilya Kulik of Russia, Elvis Stojko
of Canada and Todd Eldredge of
the United States, the sport's
three big stars.
The reign of Olympic snowboarding champion Rebagliati,
which once seemed destined to
last a lunchtime, was restored by
an appeals panel that reversed
the International Olympic Committee. The once-obscure athlete's topsy-turvy week went this
way: Win gold medal. Lose gold
medal. Get gold medal back.
Rebagliati was stripped of the
medal Wednesday ~ the first
Olympian to lose his medal over a
marijuana test, officials said.
Rebagliati blamed his positive
test on second-hand marijuana
smoke at a going-away party
thrown by his friends last month;
IOC officials were unmoved.
But in the end, Rebagliati survived on a technicality: The IOC
did not have an agreement with
the international ski federation
on marijuana smoking. He was
unapologetic about the flap at a
news conference Friday.

1998
NAGANO

'cob*

Winter Games

"I'm not going to change my
friends," Regagliati said. "I don't
care what you think about that.
My friends are real and I'm going
to stand behind them."
■ SPEEDSKATING: The gold
goes back to Norway. For the
third consecutive Winter Games,
a Norwegian captured the
1,500-meter speedskatlng - and
Adne Sondral did it in a worldrecord time of 1 minute, 47.87
seconds.
Sondral's showing prevented a
Dutch sweep at the M-Wave
arena, where Ids Postma of the
Netherlands was second and his
teammate Rintje Ritsma won the
bronze.
■ HOCKEY: The first Olympic
women's hockey competition has
determined its four teams for the
medal round: Canada, the United
States, Finland and China. The
Americans advanced after a 10-0
victory over Japan on Thursday.

Sports Briefs
Gymnasts host final meet of season

WM MEDALS
IxJ TABLE

The Bowling Green gymnastics team will be competing in
Gymnastics
its final home meet of the
season Saturday as the Falcons meet up with Eastern
Michigan.
The Eagles are ahead of BG
Eastern
in the Mid-American Conference standings, but Eastern
Michigan
has been competing while the
Falcons have been taking
Saturday • 4 p.m.
Epplcr Complex
short break from competition.
BG's team is well-rested and
BG: 2-6 overall, 0-2 MAC
ready to go. Coach Dan ConneEMU: 1-3 overall, 1-3 MAC
lly said it is tough to compare
•
BG's
last home meet of season
teams right now.
"We're ranked sixth in the
Mid-American Conference, but we haven't had a meet in the past
two weekends," he said.
Connelly has high hopes for the team.
"They are going to be up for the meet," he said. "I am optimistic the team will perform well."
Unfortunately, co-captains Melissa Hunt and Heather Ferguson are still Injured. The senior gymnasts will not be able to
compete in the last home meet of their final season as Falcons.
The competition begins at Eppler Center at 4 p.m.
- Danielle Oleszczuk

1998 Nagano Winter Olympics
Thursday. Feb. 12
(22 total events)

Nation
Germany
Norway
Russia
Austria
Finland
United States
Netherlands
Italy
Japan
Canada
Switzerland
Czech Republic
Bulgaria
France
Ukraine
Belarus
Belgium

G S B Tot
4 4 4 12
3 3 3
9
4 3 0
7
6
0 2 4
& 1 2 5
2 0 2
4
4
1 2 1
0 3 1
4
3
2 1 0
3
1 1 1
1 0 1
2
0 1 1
2
1
1 0 0
1 0 0
1
0 1 0
1
0 0 1
1
0 0 1
1

G-Gold, S-Silver, B-Bronze

Gailey gets Cowboys' job
IRVING, Texas - One month later, the Dallas Cowboys finally
found their man.
Pittsburgh Steelers offensive coordinator Chan Gailey was
hired today to succeed Barry Switzer in one of the highestprofile coaching positions in professional sports.

ALL-OHIO
Kent just blew me out. My goal is
brings to the Falcon squad.
"Kristin helps keep up the to win this time, run 27 flat,
do whatever she needed to im- team spirit. She is very en- break the record in the 200-meter
thusiastic and makes sure that all hurdles and finish in the top
prove her marks."
Keegan's past performances in of the team members are well- three as a team," said the ambitious Inman.
the shot put make her one of the supported," Price said.
Inman and Keegan will lace up
Sehmann also admits that he is
favorites going into this weekend's All-Ohio Championships in happy to have Inman on the side the shoes, loosen up the legs,
of the good guys. She hails from stretch the arms and warm up
Kent.
"There's going to be a lot of southern Ohio, which Sehmann the vocal chords before they step
into competition in Kent
competition down there," Kee- has dubbed "OU country."
And when the duo returns
Inman's chief competition at
gan said. "This year Kent and OU
both have very good squads. the meet should come from a home, they will have experienced
They have some big girls which team a little further north, the another meet, likely giving their
coaches even more adjectives to
Kent Golden Flashes.'
does get kind of intimidating."
"The last time, this girl from choose from.
Keegan goes into the meet
wearing her heart on her sleeve
and is not shy about being a
cheerleader for the rest of the
team when she is on the sidelines.

Continued from page nine.

ummus
211 E. Reed St - 3 bedroom
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts
9 payment lease, fum.,A/C
300 block of E. Merry as low
as $420 a month
321 E. Merry St. B - 6 bedrooms
And also several other Apts.
Also Rooms
Listing avail. 24hrs
Office 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325

If what happened

"She is always very enthusiastic and shows good
leadership whether or not she is
participating in a event," Price
said.
Keegan's leadership is mirrored by senior co-captain Kristin Inman, who runs the 55- and
200-meter hurdles as well as a leg
in the mile relay.
"Kristin wears several
different hats for us," said Sehmann. "She is always willing to
step up and fill in for any event.
It's a real joy having her on the
team."
Inman's best event is the
200-meter hurdles; she holds the
school record in that event. But
her true worth is not only
measured by the amount of
school records she sets or breaks
- it is in the intangibles that she

"Tlie Bert Romantic
Comedy Of
TlieYearr

Large & Small Houses
Still Available

"Julia Roberts'
Bert Sine. 'Pretty Womar/"
JULIA

ROBERTS

MY BEST
RIEND'S
wEmm

on your inside
happened on your

The most hilarious wedding event you'll ever see in
your own home. Order it today!

cz/M3i_i=c:cz).\/ir\/i

outside, would

YOUR LOCAL.
CAL CABLE TV CONNECTION
CC

352-8424

you still smoke?

FALL 1998 LEASING
Come sign up today!
UNITS GOING FAST!
Check It Out!

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
•
•
•
•

Ridge Manor Apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
Field Manor Apartments

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Units#49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998 A/C,
New Carpet, and fireplaces

808 Frazee Avenue

Is Having a Valentine's Day Sale!
Now Through Saturday,
February 14th...

OF
All Glass Baron

collectible, 24kt
Gold trimmed,

glass roses.

25%
OFF

1/2
0iqr
I silk
flowers.

Newly Constructed for Fallv 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths, A/C, Fireplaces,
&Microwaves

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

Ail
Jewelry

510 » 518 East Wooster Street/
www. cybershed. com
e-mail the shed at shedpie@cybershed.conf

Hours:
$rf$^&K
Mon.-Fri. (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
r^
^^t
Saturday (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.) GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
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Falcons looking for revenge, upset victory
□ BG feels it owes
Northern Michigan, and
hopes to stun Miami.
By TOO McCLOSKEY
The BG News
During a season with so much
frustration, the Bowling Green
hockey team hit its lowest point
on Jan. 23 when Northern Michigan humiliated the Falcons in one
of the worst losses in recent
memory at the BGSU Ice Arena.
In that pathetic effort nearly
three weeks ago, BG got pushed
all over the ice in the 8-2 loss.
After the game, BG coach Buddy
Powers closed the locker room
for about two hours to allow the
players to think about what had
happened on the ice.
"It was on national TV and all
of the guys were embarrassed,"

Women's
Basketball
Kent
Saturday • 1:30 p.m.
Anderson Arena

said defenseman Steward Nowosad about the poor performance.
"We came out and it was basically pond hockey out there."
Since that game, the Falcons
(6-21-3, 4-15-3 Central Collegiate
Hockey Association) have been
on the upswing, compiling a 2-2-1
record. Both Falcon losses have
come by one goal each, including
an overtime loss to Notre Dame.
Friday night the Falcons will
get their chance to earn some respect and get revenge from NMU
(14-10-4, 12-8-3 CCHA) when the
two teams meet for the last time
this year.
"I know the guys are going to
be ready to go. It's going to be a
different attitude," Nowosad
said. "We definitely want to get
them back We played better up
there and we shouldn't lose like
that at home."
BG will be ready this time for

Compiled by
10 Newt Sporti Writer Dn ftatblei

tesi

BG: 18-4 overall, 13-1 MAC
KSU: 16-6 overall, 14-0 MAC
* Falcons and Flashes fight for
first place in a rematch of last
month's 88-85 loss at KSU
R*»o: W8GU-FU [88 l)wm Jason docs and
Jm Tocto, WfOe-AM (14381

Coach Jaci Clark:
"I hope our fans come out and
support us and watch women's
college basketball at its best."

Leading BG:
Charlotta Jones
Sara Puthoff
Jacki Raterman
Leading KSU:
Carrie Templin
Dawn Zerman
Alana Bader

(18.7 ppg, 9.6 rpg)
(16.9 ppg, 4.5 rpg)
(15.8 ppg 5.2 rpg)
(15.3 ppg 6.4 rpg)
(13.0 ppg 3.1 rpg)
(11.4 ppg 3.5 rpg)

Men's Basketball
Compiled by
BG Neve Sporti Writer Du Spehier
Coach Dan Dakich:
"I sure hope anything else that can
happen will happen this year."

Kent
Saturday • 2 p.m.
Memorial Athletic
Convocation
Center
BG: 9-13 overall, 6-8 MAC
KSU: 10-14 overall, 7-7 MAC
• BG is now one game behind
Kent
Radio: WBVI-FM (96 7)

Leading BG:
Tony Reid
Dave Esterkamp
Demar Moore
Leading KSU:
Kyrem Massey
Ed Norvell
John Whorten

(17.6 ppg 3.5 rpg)
(13.1 ppg 5.2 rpg)
(13.0 ppg. 3.6 rpg)
(12.8 ppg 4.1 rpg)
(8.1 ppg 5.3 rpg)
(11.0 ppg 6.5 rpg)

Miami
Northern
Michigan

Saturday • 7 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena

Tonight • 7 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena

BG: 6-21-3, 4-15-3 MAC
Miami: 18-6-4, 13-6-4 MAC
• Teams first meeting of season

BG: 6-21-3, 4-15-3 MAC
NMU: 14-10-4, 12-8-3 MAC
• BC needs every win to qualify
Radio: WBGU-FM188 1) Mn Mite RypN and
Mai* Voder. WBVI-FM (96 7)

the Wildcats, who have gone 1-2
since the victory at the Ice
House. With BG playing smarter,
more fundamental hockey than
earlier in the year, the focus on
the season has shifted.
"We are not necessarily look-

ing in the long run hert. We're
looking game in, game out," said
senior center Brad Holzinger.
"We're going into Friday night
against Northern Michigan looking for two points."
Saturday brings Miami (18-6-4,
13-6-4) to the Ice House for the
first meeting between the two
teams this year. Last year Miami

that defense has been due to
freshman goaltender Shawn
Timm. Timm has proven to be a
consistent force in goal, stopping
89.4 percent of shots fired.
The combination of Timm and
the defense has created a muchimproved penalty-killing special
team that will take on a RedHawk
team that ranks first in the
CCHA in power-play goals with a
23.3 percent success rate.
One key to Miami's increased
power-play scoring has come
from Boyle. His 13 power-play
points ranks second in the CCHA
among defensemen, just two behind Notre Dame's Benoit Cotnoir and Steve Duke of Western
Michigan.
"Boyle's a key guy in their
power play and a big part of their
club," Powers said. "They have a
lot of balance in their scoring, so
it's not a one-line team like
Northern Michigan."

Sophomore Johnsen still
seeking to prove himself
r^
Q The BG breastroker
wants to show last year
was no fluke.
By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BG News

There are many ways to describe BG sophomore breastroker Matt Johnsen.
Hardworking would be one
good description of Johnsen.
Confident and determined would
also be appropriate.
Just don't call Man Johnsen a
fluke.
True, Johnsen did come from
the 16th seed to win the 100-yard
breastroke at last year's MidAmerican Conference Championship meet. However, Falcon
coach Randy Julian says that
Johnsen's work ethic and nature
override any notion that Johnsen
was a one-race wonder.
"I now look at an athlete that
was not a fluke," Julian said.
At one time near the end of last
season, however, Julian thought

WE'RE ALMOST FULL!!!
Mid Am Manor
Charlestown Apartments &
Schmeltz Properties

95% OCCUPANCY FOR SUMMER
-all 2 bdrm units summer only
$800
75% OCCUPANCY FOR FALL '98
- 2 bdrm apartments start at
$440/mo. for up to 4 people...
NEW CARPET, LINOLEUM & PAINT
WE PAY FOR YOUR HEAT AND WATER!!!

DON'T MISS OUT!!! CALL NOW!!
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
3524380

Radio: WBGU-FM <B8 1| with Ryan Fnsoy and
Grog Chand*. WBVI-FM (96 7)

won two out of the three games,
while tying the third. This year
Miami continues to be a power in
the CCHA, currently holding
third place and only five points
out of first.
Seniors Dan Boyle and Adam
Copeland lead a team that has
depth with three players scoring
10 goals or more. The two seniors
each have three game-winning
goals, ranking them third in the
CCHA
"We've got to be really smart
against Miami. They have three
or four forwards we have to keep
an eye on," Holzinger said.
"They've got a lot of talented
forwards, a lot of guys that can
put the puck in the net. If we are
disciplined and play a great defensive game, who knows what
will happen?" BG has increased
its defensive presence the past
two weeks, giving up only three
goals last weekend. A big part of

that Johnsen's season was a washout.
"After Ball
State last year,
I was scared to
death that we
had lost him,"
Julian said.
"He's swimming at a
higher level
this season and
it's contagious
johnsen
among his teammates."
Johnsen admitted his coach
had cause for concern.
"The Ball State meet was possibly the worst meet of my life,"
he said. "My times were way off.
Psychologically I was out to
lunch." Johnsen rebounded to
become BG's only individual
event champion from last year's
meet, male or female. At the
mention that the race was a
fluke, Johnson's reponse is
sharp.
"Take a look at how I swim
March 7, 1998," Johnsen said, alluding to when he will defend his
MAC title. "We'll see if I was a
fluke."
A native of North Canton, Ohio.
Johnsen is the son of two collegiate athletes. Trying to live up
to his personal and family expectations, Johnsen has set his

Western
Kentuckey,

Georgia Tech
Tonight • 7 p.m.
Bowling Green.
Kentucky

VENUE:
Western
Kentucky
Physical
Education
Building

BG: 2-11 overall, 1-5 MAC
WKU: 10-4 overall
GT: 3-6 overall
swimming goals high this season.
"First and foremost, I want to
qualify for the NCAA Championships," Johnsen said. "The times
that I need to qualify... should be
enough to win MACs."
Johnsen admits that sometimes
his priorities are a little askew
with regard to his career at BG.
"I've always put swimming
first and classes second," Johnsen said. "That's not necessarily
a good thing, but I've been like
that since high school."
Don't think that Johnsen isn't a
decent student, however. A telecommunications major, he currently maintains a 2.9 gradepoint average.
Julian said that Johnson's

biggest strength is his attitude
toward workouts. He says that
Johnson is excellent in the
weight room and, if anything, pushes himself too hard in the
water.
"Coaches do not have to ask
him to go faster at workouts," Julian said. "He's one of those athletes that can get so beaten down
that he goes into a fatigue state."
Johnsen de-emphasizes his
commitment to the weights, saying that it's just another way for
him to get better.
So what are Matt Johnsen's expectations for the 1998 Championship meet? He wants to continue his reign in the 100-yard
breastroke but also is looking
forward to a great 200-yard
breastroke as well.
"1 believe that my 200 this year
will be a bigger surprise than my
100 was last year," Johnsen said.
"I don't think that I can be
touched in the 100-yard breastroke."

As to whether or not he can
break Kevin Grotke's school record in the 100, Johnsen simply
smiles and says, "I'd like to take
the school record, the pool record
and the MAC record in one fell
swoop."

BGSU ICE ARENA
SENIOR HOCKEY
LEAGUE
SPRING 1997

Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
Each team will play 9-10 games. Games will consist of three
20-minute running time periods. Playoffs will be conducted
following the regular season.
•. • Play will begin in early March and will continue through April.
The cost is $95.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you can
enter as an individual and we will place you on a team.
BGSU students, including intramural and fraternity players, are welcome.
BGSU students and faculty can charge the $95.00 fee to your bursar account.
Applications can be picked up today at the Ice Arena.
Registration deadline is Feb. 20th
Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
fOtMl HOll*INC
Of»o»tu«itr

(across from Taco Bell)
•
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Beyond BG

Saturday

The Ark
Band

Blind
Bobby
Smith

Having Trouble deciding upon a major?
Visit the College o' Technology Open House
Thursday. Feb. 19th.3-8pm.
Discover me excellent education, career.
and compensation our graduates receive inArchitecture/tnvironmental design
Aviation Studies
Construction Management
Electronic Technology
Manufacturing Technology
Mechanical Design Technology
Technology Education
Visual Communiatron Technology

19 and Over Every Night
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open for Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun.
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Good At All Participating Locationsflft

Any special prices apply -Available Feb. 13 & 14. B V> AA
Pizzas can be sent to 2nd party - Call lor details. s"e "*" *^^

tttt»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦

VDon't ForgetV
Get your
Valentines
Candy now at
theGT
Express
Convenience
Store,located
in the
ITlcDonald
Dining Center.

Pregnani?
Free Pregnancy Te»U.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Canter

PERSONALS

Want to be a Welcome Week Leader?
Applications are available in the
Office ol Student Life. 405 Student Services
Due February 13
Questions?
Calf 20456 and leave your name and address
lie HIII wi u f uu m i apLiiiJiiiii 11
A local SINGLE is Waning
FORYOUl
1 900-285-9245 Ext. 7907
$2.99 per minute 18*
Serv-U (619)645-8434
ALPHA XIa SAE * ALPHA XI - SAE
Alpha Xi Delta would like to extend a special
thank you to the brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsiion for a great time at High Sooety last week'
ALPHA XI • SAE • ALPHA XI • SAE
AOIIAOIIAOII
lil Tara.
Only two more days until you will see how
wonderful our AOII Family can be!
Love.
Your Big??

Just a reminder I
The outstanding Senior award appliations are
due February 16,1996. They must be turned «n
to the Mrieti Alumni Center no later than 500
0^
MANDATORY MEETING!
Attention Elementary Education Majors"
Fall 1996 Methods Registration Meeting
Tuesday. February 17
4:00-5:30 pm.
115 Education Building

AOII AOII AOII
Lil Danielle.
Get exoted for Sunday l
Love.
Your B*g??

My Best Friend's Wedding
Fnday. February 13th A Saturday. February
14th. 8:00 pm & 11:00 pm. Olscamp 111.
$2 00. 50 cents Irom the ticket sale goes to
Dance Marathon FREE Monies mint courtesy
of Preview Theater. Sponsored by Campus
Films. Quesions? Call 3/2-7164.

AOIIAOIIAOII
Ltl Sara.
North South East West
This big little pair is the best1
Close to home you are to me who I am...
On Sunday youll see.
Love.
Your Big

PRINT SALE
Monday. February 9flvFnday February 13th
9.00 am-7:00 pm
Student Services Forum
A portion of proceeds from the print and
poster sate go toward Dance Marathon
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 372-7164.
Student Alumni Association
Eirtern Experience Informative Meeting!
Tuesday.Feb. 17,9:15pm. 101 BA
Gain practical work experience In your
major field of study"
USG Elections
Applications for Pras/V.P. and Senate at large
are now available- Pick one up at USG office
Rm 404 Student Services. Application deadline is Tues Feb. 17th @ 5 pm For mto. contact USG ol lice
"IT'S FINALLY HERE. COME TO THE BIG
PLAYGROUND. FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 13 AT
THE RECREATION CENTER FROM 10
PM.-1 AM YOU GET TO PLAY THE GAMES
YOU LOVE, DANCE TO 60S MUSIC. WIN
SOME GREAT PRIeTES AND HAVE A TON OF
FUN"

AOII AOII AOII
Nikki. Good Luck al MGCAn I love you and I
will miss you1
Love. Cortney
AOII AOII AOII

AOIIAOIIAOII
Lil Melissa.
We are going to be the best Big Lil pair AOII
has aver seen Only a few more days nl you
knowwholam.
Love.
Your Big
ATTENTION SENIORS
Do your professors really want you to have
every chance you can get to succeed?
Why don't you check to see if they ve
adopted you for the Beyond BG Senior
Challenge
BEYONOBG
AftenDon all students I
Interested in playing 3 on 3
basketball for pnzes?
Look for entry forms at your hall
front desk to sign up for the first
annual AOIl/KA March Madness Tournament.
held March 22.1996.
Everyone is welcome!
Don't nuss out on the fcinl

BGSU Hockey
vs.
Northern
Michigan
Friday Night
7:00
Ice Arena

DINING
SERVICES

I*"

TXEZT

All Night!
$1 Well Drinks
All Night!

TUB.:

Enjoy a game of DOdGebaLL. water volleyball. PINBALL TwIsTeR bouncy boxing. 3-on3
B-BALL. or just chill out to your favorite
tunes from the 1980s.

$1 50 Long Island

WBD:

Ice Teas S Southpark
TwflS

LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Frozen
Margaritas
Great Happy Hours
Open at Noon

FR:
SAT

&

SUN:

Happy hour until 9pm
Free Popcorn
Everynight!
QflEAT

SANDWO€S

-

300 E WoosTtt
354-428Q

9PM

WIN A

-T^^r

MTN. BIKE

9*

;

This coupon cannot be used with any other discount or
promotional offer. Only one coupon per item per visit
'Tax additional where applicable. 60IH

1027 N. Main ST.
Bowling Green

Qfandfyls

587 EAST MERRY
0UER SLEEP? NO UJ0RRV CRMPUS IS ACROSS THE STREET
eRcross from campus
•Large two bedroom
apartments
•Furnished
•Laundry facility in
building
• EHtra storage
•Free water & sewer
•9 & 12 month leases
auailable
•Off street parking

^j|9"S2\
'^rSPBSSf
NEWI9VE

®

Rentals

328 S. MAIN (OUR 0NLV OFFICE)

352 - 5628

\L'I> Wl> \L'I> \X'I> M'I> AI<I> \I'I> \l'l> \l'l> -\l'l> \l'l>

The Brothers of AI<1> congratulate the
following pledges in their initiation:

Jesse Carlucci
Scott Furber
Joe Cook
Bill Kopfman
1998 The Year the Phoenix
Continues its Flight
\L'I> \L'I' \L<I> M<l> \l'l> ASP \l'l> Ai-'l> \l'l> \l'l' \l'l>

lj FLORIDA ffi
SPRING BREAK

FROM $149 PER WEEK*
"■M! I1U1J.H
FREE DRAFT BEER All WEEK LONG *
2 OUTDOOR HEATED POOLS ■ I INDOOR HEATED POOL
HUCE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB
LAZY RIVER RIDE -SUITES UPTOIO PERSONS
SAILBOATS • TIKI BEACH BAR • JET SKIS • PARASAILS
"HOME OF THE WORLD'S LONCEST KEC PARTY"

CITY BEACH

'I M4

Hey, YOU! How does a FREE mountain
bike or rock climbing trip sound?

Come to
THe BIG PlAyGrOOnD/
Friday. February 13.1993
10 p.m. to 1 am
B&SU Hec Center
All you have to do is bring an item to THe BiG
PlAyGrOtlnD that is alcohol-related for entrance
in the raffle to win the GRAM) PRIZE. Students are
given a FREE T-shirt just for bringing something.
The more you bring, the better the chance you
have of winning!

¥A

WHAT'S IT
WORTH?
Plastic
1 Rattle Ticket
Cup,Coaster
Shot Glass,
2 Rattle Tickets
Funnel
Poster, Hat, Mug 3 Rattle Tickets
T-shirt
4 Raffle Tickets
Neon Beer Sign 8 Raffle Tickets

FREE
Raffle Prizea
PISANELLO'S
every 15min.
PIZZA
*

bring an item with an alchol - related message in order to be entered into the raffle
&

AFTETURS
HAPPY HOUR EVWYDAY
4PM

•

With the purchase of
another Supermelt

\\w\v.\.tiul|>ipcrlu\tu>i..com ("rates per person)

Friday. February 13.1998
10 pm tp 1 am
BGSU Hec Center

$1 Miller bottles

Turkey Club Supermen

'40t FRONT flfACH IQAD

THe BIG PIAuGrOunD/

32 oz. Jars $ 2.2 5

FREE

'CALL FOR INFO: 1-800-874-8828

Hey BGSU, tired of the stresses of college life?
Return to your youth at...
jBar & Gil//

Tight On Funds?
Split it With a Friend tf

Expires 3/13/98

BGSU BLOOD DRIVE
Today thru Friday. Feb. 13IY
Feb. 10 m the Commons Amani Room
Feb. 11-13 in the Union Ballroom
11 00 to 5 00 daily
Anyone is welcome!

88.1 FM • WBGU

Friday

2

$39 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Raton
Panama dry's Spring Break Headquarters
Only $39 par parson, restrictions apply
1 800-224- 4853

S5.iS-t5-t5-IS-i.1-(S-tS-K
$5 Haircuts by James from ttie Carousel Fee
16m & i7th(Mon a Tues) 5pm-8pm Mac West
Cow Room- NO Appts. Necessary
" Support Dance Marathon •
Attention si 1MB Graduates
Applications lor the Beyond BG Scholarship
are now available at the
Mileti Alumni Center. Financial Ad Office.
and the office ol Student Life.

REGGAE

SERVICES OFFERED

CAMPUS EVENTS

Hockey
• N. Michigan vs. BG •
Friday at 6:40
• Miami vs. BG •
Saturday at 6:40
ALL SPORTS WEEKEND ON

Classified
Ads

372-6977

Kent comes to Anderson to
fight the Falcons for
1st place!!
Women's Basketball
#1«Kent vs. #2 Bowling Green
Saturday • Airtime at 1:10 pm

The BG News

page 11

ALL BGSU STUDENTS WELCOMEI
Sponsored by BGSU Binge Drinking and Violence Prevention program. ODAOAS, Resident Student Association, Dry Doc*. Programme™'
Council. Office of Residence Life Special Programs. BACCHUS. PanneUenlc Council. UAO.
Questions? Call the Center for Wellness and Prevention, Student Health Service, 372-9355.

Sponsored by BGSU Binge Drinking and Violence Prevention
Program. OOAOAS. Resident Student Association, Dry Dor*.
Programmers' Council, Office ol Residence Ue Special
Programs. BACCHUS, PanheHemc Council. UAO.
Questions? Call the Center lor Wellness and
Prevention, Student Health Service, 372-9355.

:•

v.
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AOII AOII AOH
New Member«•
You are a« <J»ng a o/ea! |ob' Sunday will come
soon1 Get E iciied' I love my batMS'
love.
Jaime
AOII AOII AOII

"Quirky, but dependable 2PC seoks fun loving
Spnng Break companion. Interested7 Meet me
at www ebswim com"

CAMPUS TANNING
1 month unlimited
S30 352 7889.

1 female rmmt needed June 1 st. 1998 thru May
31st. 1999 Rent $170. Own room 352-7593
Megan or Batina.

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships Business. Medical Mis
Never Repay Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 E.t
G- 2076.
Interested in extra income on the side? For
more information call 419-427 0S32
Lil'Jen
Only 2 more days to go,
Who is your Dig''
Only I know
Love.
Big?

WANTED

1 male roomate needed for 98-99 year to share
apartment, turn, or unfurn. Call Bob at
372-6210.
USG Elections
Applications lor Pres/V.P. and Senate at large
are now available Pick up one at USG office
Rm 404 Student Services. Application deadline
is Tues. Feb 17th @ 5 pm. For into, contact
USG office.

HELP WANTED

Now open SouthSida Car Wash
993 S. Main<behind laundromat)
Touchleaa & Sell Serve
PhiMu'PhiMu'PhiMu
Hey ladies- Get ready to boogie down' Phi Mu
Fever is here at last'
Ph. Mu • Phi Mu ' Phi Mu
Pi Bea Pht* Pi Beta Phi
Congratulations IO Sister of the wee* Sandy
Karleni Way togoi
Pi Beta Phi * Pi Beta Phi
We want to adopt a b»by
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption of a beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
just as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right family lor her baby My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business. We work at home which
allows us tons of ime to be together. Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a b-g brother
and asked if he could adopt the baby too. To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
1-888-610-2555

$1000* WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home
for 82.00 each plus bonuses. FT. PT
Make $800* weekly, guamteed! Free supplies. For details, send one stamp to: N-181.
1201 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles,
C A 90025.
Asst.Mrtg. needed
Marco's pizza in 8.G
Start at $6 2S/hr (more w' exp.)
Will work w class sched.(353-0044)
Blood Drive Coordinator: Part-time paid coordinator for Bowling Green State University
BkxMmoc-les throughout the 98-99 academic
year Responsibilities include scheduling, publicity and promotion, recruitment of donors and
volunteers and recognition tor all campus
blood dnves. In addition will help deveiope
campaign strategies Must have high school
diploma and be a current student at
BGSU.Excellent communication skills required. Prefer previos communications/marketing experience preferred. Application deadline: Feb. 25.1998. Send resumes to
American Red Cross Blood Services. 2275
Colimgwood Blvd. Toledo, OH 43620
EOFfvW'H

BGIU Gumno/tic/

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Free information Call4l0-347 1475
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed aummer camps In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohikan, 1-800-488-4321,
www lohikan com
ASSE MBLE RS: Excellent income to assemble
products at home Into 1-504-646-1700 Dept
OH4255
Camp Counselors-New York
Co-ed Trim Down Fitness Camp Hike A play
m u.c Catskill Mountains, yet only 2 hrs. from
NY city. Have a great summer. Make a difference in kids lives' Good salary, internship credits & free Rm/Bd. AH Sports. Water skiing.
Canoeing. Ropes, Lifeguards. Crafts, Dance.
Aerobics. Nutntion & Counselors, Kitchen. Office. A Night Watchman. 120 Positions. Camp
Shane (800) 292-2267 Web:
www campshane com
Child Care/Tutor for after school hours. Care
for 2 elementary aged children. Educ. majors
preferred Call wavail to schedule interview
352-1346.
___.._
Corns |oin our team
Supporting Living Asst $7.36 hr
Home care workers 47.06-$7.36hr
Habilllatton Asst $6 65nr.
The Anne Grady corporation is seeking quakfied applicants with a strong work ethc who
take pnde in their work. Employment opportunities include: Supported Living Asst. full-time,
pan-time, and substitute. Home Care Workers
include full-time, part-time, and substitute
Support Living Asst provide assistance to
consumers with mental disabilities who live independently in the Toledo area. Habitation
Asst. work directly with individuals who live m
the Anne Grady Center. Home Care Workers
provide asst to individuals Irving in a group
home setting Expenence with working with the
disabled; nursing home/home health experience is a plus. Supported Living Asst. and
Home Care Worker, applicants must be able to
work independently; Musi have a good dnvmg
record and proof o' auto insurance: ability to
successfully complete CPR/First Aid certification. The Anne Grady Corporation offers a
pleasant work environment and excellent
benefits for full-time and part-time employees,
including insurance benefits, paid vacation and
sick time, holiday ome, milege reimbursement.
II interested, please come to the Anne Grady
Center to complete an application.
Anne Grady Center
1525 Eber Road
Holland, Ohio 43528
EOE
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask us how'
Si7-3243090ext C55442.
EARN
$750-$l500/WEEK
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus
No investment A very little time
needed There's no obligation, so
why not call tor information today.
Call 1 800-323 8454 195

Saturday
4:00 p.m.
Eppler Complex
ikudcnl/ Admitted fREE with BGIU ID

Friday, February 13, 1998

HOMECOMING 1998!
Be part of the most exciting week of the year' 7
chair positions available A committee members needed Applications in Rm. 330 Student
Union Questions?CallUAO(g>3/??343
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work m the Great Outdoors
Forestry. WHdlile Preserves, Concessionaires.
Firefighters. A more. Competitive wages A
benefits. Ask us howl
517-324-3110Ext N5S441.

1 BDRM Apl 42« E Woosler. Avail May 15,
12 mo lease. $32S/mo.. utt. included,
353 7547 da.s
^__
2 bdrm house Available May 1sl. 12 mo.
lease S525/mo 801 6th St Call 655 3084

2-bdrm 834 Scoll Hamilton A/C avail. May
$420 .ulil Oih.r unite avail. Aug. AVAIL
HOW alt >285 utll. paid 353-8206
2-BDRM Apl 426 E Woosler. Avail May 15.
12 mo. lease. S425Ano.. util. included.
353 7547 days
Duplenesmouses lor Yje-'M school yea/.
EII..1 8 2bdrm -1 io3lenanls
12 month leases only
Sieve Smith 352-8917 (no calls alter 8pm|

SUMMER Of A LIFETIME!!
If you enjoy hanging out with kids, the outdoors, arid just plain having fun. we're the
place for you. Timber Lake/Tyler Hill Camps
are looking tor general counselors, speciality
staff m athletics, crafts, waterfront, outdoor adventure, theatre and more. TOP SALARIES A
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE" Please call us tor an
on-carrpus interview to be hekj on March 3rd
(800) 828 CAMP or check us out on the web at

Female Subleaser needed ASAP
campus call 354-6359

Wood County Gang Task Force/Youth violence Prevention Program position available.
20hrs.rwk at $7.00/hr. High School diploma
Own transportation Application from Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 354 9250. Inquiries, ask
for Phil. Fill position by end of Marcn

For more Inlormallon or to algn a leaae.
contact Arbor Enterprises et 354-28S4.
Locally owned and managed.
lor 98-99

Mala/Female subleaser needed immediately.
Si 50/mo, one room efficiency, dose to campus Call Brent @ 354 2128

Close lo
One bedroom apt. close to campus
354 8817

Female subleaser needed Aug. 98 thru May
99 Own rm. Call Tammy: 353-1089.

IT'S FINALLY HERE COME TO THE BIG
PLAYGROUND, FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 13 AT
THE RECREATION CENTER FROM 10
PM-1 AM YOU GET TO PLAY THE GAMES
YOU LOVE. DANCE TO THE BO'S MUSIC.
WIN SOME GREAT PRIZES. AND HAVE A
TON OF FUN"

Houses for rent: The following houses are lor
rent tor 98 99 school year. All 12 mo leases.
tenants pay all utd., sec. dep . parental guarantee req . no pets.
1. 734 Elm-Large 3BR. 2 bath house, Avail.
8 I6'9fl Rent S780'mo. collected quartorly
W/D hookup Phono 352-0840 ask tenants to
view.
J. 730 Elm
2 BR Avail 5/15/86. Rent
S510/mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354 6569 ask tenants to view
3. 317 N. Summit- 4 BR. 2 bath house, close
lo campus, w/basement ft W/D hookup. Must
have at least 4 unrelated tenants' Avail
6116/98. Ront $960/mo Collected quarterly
Stop by ft ask tenants to view.
„

Houses. 1 ft 2 bdrm. lurn. apis
school year Call 352 7454

Subleaser needed Fall 98 t bdrm apt. close to
campus S390'mo 353-9281

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 Third St
E .collont 1 BR 8 2 BR units.
Fully lorn., AC. reasonable rents &
Close to campus. Yrty. or sch yr. lease
Check us out beloreyou lease.

Call

Subleaser needed $22S/mo. Pay only elec A
pnone 1 /2 ol a 2 bdrm apl 352-0894.
Wanted SutXeasers needed 'or Fall 98 and
Spnng 99 Furnished 2 bedroom Apt. @ Fox
Run Call 3540241.
•ITS FINALLY HERE COME TO THE BIG
PLAYGROUND, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13 AT
THE RECREATION CENTER FROM 10
PM 1AM YOU GET TO PLAY THE GAMES
YOU LOVE, DANCE TO THE 60S MUSIC.
WIN SOME GREAT PRIZES. AND HAVE A
TON OF FUN"

Call 352 4968
or stop by apl. #10.

lovi iii .France is a comedy; in England a VOgt dy; in
Italy an opera, and in Germany a melodrama.

FOR SALE
11111 Florida's New Hotspot-South Beach
$129' Bars Open Until 5ami Great Beaches.
Activities. Warmer Weather' Try Cocoa BeachHilton $179' Dayiona $1491 spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800 678 6386
1111' Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise' 6
Days $279) Includes Meals, Parties A Taxes'
Great Beaches A Nightlife! Leaves From South
Florida! sprmgbreaktravel.com
1-800 678 6386

Margucrilc Blessington

...but at tKlotZ the result of love is pure joy!
Jiapppy Valentines t)ay
906 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

353-8381
ag&ojpRogq

1111'Spring Break Panama Cityl Stay On T^e
Beach Near The Best Bars $1491 6 Free Par
ties A Free Cover Charges included' Hurry1
spnngbreaktravel com 1 800-678 6386.

Howard's Club \-\

For tale: 14 carat c-old dolphin bracelet $100
OBO For more into call 352-0465 Ask lor

Mon-Sal 2-2:30 am
0 N. Main

Amy
_^______
Pearl ring m gold heart shaped setting with
small diamond, hardly worn. $75 OBO CaJI
Heather al 353-9175

EXCITING SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Camp
Echoing Hills, summer camp for people
with disabilities. Competitive salanes plus
room and board. Excellent training, no expenence necessary. Christian camping program
Great opportunity tor field experience Special
educ., nursing, social work, psychology, education students-check (his out' 740-327-2311.
email campechohili@soia-oh com. Find info
■i-C-iri-f Si-rv.fes

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porches. Cadillacs.
Chevys. BMWs, Corvettes Also Jeeps.
4WD8 Your Area Toll Free 1-600-218-9000
Ext A- 2076 tor current listings.

HOME HEALTHCARE AIDE F.T./PT
Avail. STNA. CNA preferred, bxp
wmomecare a must Must have transportation.
Competitive wages w/benefits. Call
1-800-626-4668

FOR RENT

Skiing Trip
Spring Break '98

353-0325

Student Publications is accepting applications
for magazine advertising sales reps. Gam valuable business to business sales expenence.
and earn great money Reps will develop ad
vertismg programs for campus departments
and area businesses while also prospecting for
new accounts. The position requires 15-20
hours per week and runs from March thru
June. Candidates must be students and have
transportation Call Toby at 372 0430 'or more
information or stop by 204 West Hall tor an ap
plication
__

www camptlc com.

House lor rent-room ft board. Contemporary 4
bdrm home. 2 5 baths, jacuzp. healed inground pool, storage, Iree location in ft out
$375 mo 9 mi from campus 419-878-3777

•RenlingApls A Houses
211 E Reed
321 E MerryB eboVms
311 316 E Merry. 2 bdrm. apis
309 1/2 E. Merry - rooms
School yr. leases, all dose lo campus

Yachica fully manuel camera $ 100
Ladies size 7 Salomon rear entry
ski boots $45
Ask tor Sieve 372 4361

Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Friday & Saturday

RIZZO
/si-N.
• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball •

Renting Houses & Apartments
Available May 17,1998
211 S. College Apt. A 2 BR. 2 person
422 Clough St 2 BR, 2 person
720 Eightn St. 3 BR. 3 person
150 Manville Ave. 2 BR. 4 person
150 1/2 Manville Ave. 1 BR 2 person
706 Second St. Apl. A 2 BR. 3 person
723 Sixth St 3 BR, 3 person
Available August 23.1998
140 1/2 Manville Ave. 2 BR, 2 person
Apartment listings available in our
ol lice to pickup
John Newlove Real Estate 354-2260

For Elderly, Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required*
•Available at Grant'. Adm.ni.tn.tor'* Office. 154-6203
T
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.
T

Children Ride Free'
'4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Chtdrtn MUM Rule in Child ReMrainl Seat* Provided

V
Van v.7 Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
J Hour* on Holiday,

STAFFMARK

Service Area: BOM ling Green
Plea>c lei driver know how
many persons will
be ridinf.

formerly
■s FLEXIBLE PERSONNEL
• Staffing Solutions
• Consulative Partnerships
• Reduce Turnover and
Increase Production
• Reduce Recruiting Costs

C

.ill

I

B.G.Taxi352-0796

llOlir lirlin i

Management Inc.

353-9425
1045 North Main Street
^ Bowling Green
J
g^i lit Iv\ IIH'.Ull'^
«► 127N Vui Bo *353-1361 *" '

NEW
1S2bdrm. Close to campus.
710 N. Enterprise (Heinz-Site
Apts.) Rents start al 375/mo. +
ulils, 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer. Call for Info 353-5800.
Mnnagement Inc.
1&2bdrm.

1082 Fairview

Thi. service i> financed in pan from
operating atuUance grani from
ODOTAFTA
kBGTaxi informal ion n
variable in large print
mJ audio tape format
upon rcqucM

--• I \ I. .

NEWLOVE REALTY
RENTALS
328 S. Main
(our onlu; office!

352-0020
228 SOUTH COUEGE
el block from Campus
el bdrm. apts
• FREE gas heat, water, sewer
•washer/dryer in bldg.

Ave. (Hillsdale Apts)unique

WHERE:
WHEN:

Boyne Mountain, Boyne Highlands in Michigan
Leave: Friday, March 6th at 6pm
Return: Wednesday, Morning at 2am

LODGING: Birchwood Inn Lodge
COST:

$300.00 Bursarable, Check, Cash, Visa and
Mastercard

floor designs, vaulted

INCLUDES: Transportation, 4-Nights Lodging, 4-Day Ski Pas;
Continental Breakfasts, and Last Day Dinner

Cinemark Theatres
f- Woodland

r
CINEMA
5MaM

11234 N. Main St. 354-0558
Blues Brothers 2000 (PG4:15 7:00 9:45
The Wedding Slng«r(PG-13)
13)

SIGN-UPS: Starts Wednesday, February 11 th
Ends Monday, February 23 rd
Limited to 24 Persons
For more information call Student Activities at 372-2343.

UAO & Student Activities are located on the 3rd floor of the Student Union

^

•large wood deck
•washer/dryer In bldg.
309 HIGH

Studio Apts. 215 E. Poe
Rd.(Evergreen Apts.)
Laundry on site. One
person starts al 230/mo
+ Ulils are included. For
more Info call 353-5800

• 2 bdrm. apts.
•FREE gas heat, water, sewer

■AfEfcCA
Mnnagement Inc.

•2 bdrm. furn. apts.
• ACROSS SHEET from campus
• FREE waler & sewer

1 bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Apts.) Very
spacious, laundry on site.
Rent starts at 340/mo+elec.
For more Info call 353-5800

eclose to Campus
ewasher/dryer In bldg.
507 EAST MEWtY

•washer/dryer In bldg.
824 SIXTH
•2 bdrm. apts.
•FREE gas heat, water, sewer
•Washer/ dryer In bldg.

5:10 7:20 9:35
'Replacement Killers (R)
5:20 7:40 9:50
Good Will Hunting (R)
4:25 7:10 9:55
Great Expectation* (R)
5:00 7:30 10:05

Each trip has a limited number of spaces available on a first come first serve basis!

.fvt^CA
Management Inc.

Evtty Satardty
UMkaaight R

.. -

•2 car garage
•Extra storage room

more Info call 353-5800.

Fri 7:30 11:15
Sat Sun Moo 12:00 3:45 7 JO

»..,

•2 bdrm. furn. apts.

up in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350/mo ♦ utils.For

Titanic „„

709 FOURTH

ceilings, washer/dryer hook-

Box Office opens at
4:00p.m.
* Sorry nc*»asses

Management Inc.
830 4th Street is now leasing
for next year. 1 bdrm close to
campus gas/heat/AC. Starting
at 340/mo.
^^^

843 SIXTH
•2 bdrm. unfurn. opts.
•2 baths
eolshwashers
•washer/dryer In bldg.

/ClEigCA
MaiiRgcmrnt Inc.

For complete list stop by
our office at 1045 N. Main
or Call 353-5800

T3J

NEWIOV: REALTY
Rentals: 352-5620

